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PREFACE

The study at the World Mritime University (WMU) has given me the opportunity
to undertake this thesis on "Marine Casualty Investigation and io This Con
nection the Role of Maritime Academy".
Before proceeding with this thesis I discussed its subject with my professor
in World Maritime University, Mr. Gunther Zada, the Vice Rector of WMU, who
gave me some valuable advices.
I chose this research based on my practical background which exceeds twenty
years in the maritime field.

During this period I have served as deck

officer, master on board different types of ships, traffic officer at the
shore side, and Assistant of Alexandria Harbour Master.

In 1978, I fii^^lly

joined the Arab Maritime Transport Academy (AMTA) as a Lecturer in Nautical
Department, while at the same time I attended an evening course and got a
higher diploma in Maritime Transport (AMTA - 1980).
During this period of twenty years maritime experience, I participated m
many inquiries and marine accident investigations, specially during the
my work in Alexandria Port.

What I have concluded after this period of

working experience is the vital need for the marine experts and marine
investigators, who are well aware of the scientific and practical basis
of investigation and analyzing the marine accidents.

To achieve this goal,

it is indisputably necessary to establish a new course in AMTA for the marine
investigators and surveyors in the nearest future.
At this point I desire to express my warm thanks to Professor P.S. Vanchiswar
who helped me by giving me most valuable advices.

- vi

I also wish specifically to record the encouragement given me by Alexandria
Maritime Transport Academy, which gave me the opportunity to participate
in this course and provided me with all the facilities which I needed.

My special thanks to Mr. Richard Poisson, the Librarian at the WMU who
contineously supplied me with informative books and data concerning some
parts of my thesis.

El Shwarby M. Talal

-
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ABSTRACT

Every year a large number of maritime accidents occurs, some of
these accidents resulting in heavy loss of life, vast pollution of
the sea and enormous loss of property.

The best v/ay to alleviate this situation is to institute a thorough
investigation into the causes of each accident, the important purpose
of marine casualty investigation being to obtain information for the
prevention of similar casualties.

As far as practicable, it is

necessary that the causes of the casualty be determined as precisely
as possible in order that detailed factual information will be
available for review and statistical studies.
to know only

It is not sufficient

a casualty occurred, it must also be clear why it

happened.

Based on this information, appropriate corrective measures, regula
tions, qualification and standard of crew education, and standards
of safety may be developed and instituted or legislation for marine
safety may be recommended if needed.

However, it is important to the maritime countries to establish the
necessary infrastructure to conduct inquiries and meet the national
and international obligations concerning the marine casualty
investigation.

The success of the investigation and analysis system

depends on the efficiency of the marine personnel (investigators and
marine experts) dealing with marine casualties.

2

Solution:
The Maritime Academies have a great role to play in this subject by
providing a specialized course concerning marine casualty investi
gation and its analysis.

In our research we shall deal with the following:
a.

Necessity of making analysis of marine casualties, the
authorities which are responsible for performing the analysis,
and the ideal method by which the procedures of the inquiry
and analysis are performed.

b.

A comprehensive study about the administration authorities
who are responsible for analysing maritime accidents in
Egypt, the marine surveyors, inspectors and the laws which
are enforced in these topics.

c.

Clarifying the new role of the Maritime Academy concerning
maritime accidents by:
Presenting a proposal for Marine Casualty Investigation
Courses, including the details of the syllabus.

A new role for a Research Center in the Arab Maritime
Transport Academy (Egypt).

aa^d8L|3

INTRODUCTION

Maritime transport is considered as the spinal column of the
international trade and the flowage of movement of the goods
from a place to another depends upon the available means of
transportation, extent of its safety, and guarantee of its
arrival.

So the more the means of transportation is safe and

easy and its cost is low, the more the movement of international
trade and what follows it from the international economic boost
is increased.

The world merchant fleet is the easiest means of transport, with
lowest cost.

The industry

of marine transport and ship design

are developed, ships now-a-days are equipped with modern, sophis
ticated navigational and safety equipment so as to:

a.

Gain advantage from the expanded transport.
Economies of scale.

b.

Reduce the cost.

c.

Increase the elements of safety during the maritime
journey.

Inspite of all that the threats to which the ship is subjected
in the
arrival

maritime journey represent a serious danger
of the ship and commodity

to the port of

against
arrival.

This leads to increasing of costs of insurance premiums
both the ship and the commodity.

on

Further the ship insurance
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premiums have been considerably increased during the previous
periods because of the increase in prices of building the ships,
so if the insurance is increased, the cost of transportation
would also be increased.

4.

In order to increase the elements of safety in the ship's journey
it is necessary to:a.

Develop the ship building industries with the means to achieve
the

increase

of the safety elements in both ship's

body (hull) and machines (engines).
b.

Supply the ships with equipment which guarantee safety
of the maritime trip (safety, navigational , and other
necessary equipments).

c.

Increase capability of the laborers on ships by educa
ting and training them with the methods of

using the

equipment which exist on the ships.
d.

Derive an advantage from the maritime accidents which
occur in the ships by finding out the reasons, motives,
and the technical mistakes which led to them.

5.

Every year maritime accidents occur in ships, and these accidents
lead to the following
a.

Loss of human life and health.

b.

Environmental damage.

c.

Economic loss.

So the specialized establishments in the state and field in
which the accident occurs will be sought in order to perform

investigation and analysis so as to know the following:

The manner by which the accident occurred.
Reasons of the accident.
Probable technical mistakes.
The person responsible for the technical failure.
Applying the law on the guilty parties.
Issuance of recommendations which guarantee the following:-

6.1

Utilizing reasons of the accident so as to prevent its
repetition.

6.2

Issuance of directions and preparation of the laws and
regulations which guarantee prevention of occurrence
of this accident, or at least reduction of the probabi
lity of its occurrence.

6.3

Invention of the apparatuses which promote the effective
ness and safety of the maritime navigation.

The international organizations which are connected with the
maritime field (e.g. ILO, ITU, WMO), and above all, the Inter
national Maritime Organization, establish

general regulations

and convoke the international conferences and the internatio
nal maritime conventions which guarantee reduction or preven
tion of the accidents by attempting to eliminate their causes.

- 7 -
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It has been stated in the consecutive international
marine conventions that in case of occurrence of any
maritime casualty in the territorial waters, a complete
report and analysis about the accident should be made
and the International Maritime Organization must be
informed of it so as to utilize the experienced gained
concerning the accident.
It should also be mentioned that the SOLAS Convention,
1974 and its 1978 Protocol,

and

amendments

are

the most important of these conventions.
8 .

The ships are subject to many kinds

of

maritime

casualties, yet the most common of them are stranding
and collision.

The reason for these two kinds

of

casualties is because of the intensity of movement of
ships in the following areas:
-

Approaching

the

coast

under narrow

navigational regions.
-

Navigational straits.

The seriousness of the above mentioned casualties is
considerably increased in the case of passing through
the navigational canals such as Suez Canal, Panama
Canal and Kiel Canal.
Analysis of the maritime accidents which occur in these
canals is an essential matter with a view to find out
the actual reasons for these accidents and their
sults.

re

Once this step is taken, then the authorities

-

8

-

of the canal apply the necessary procedure to eliminate
the reasons which lead to repetition of such accidents.
This will increase the degree of safety and security of
the ships on the passage and guarantees the continuation
of their passing.
Furthermore, the Suez Canal in Egypt is considered as the
most important maritime passage in the world through which
about 22000 ships pass annually.

Among these ships

are also VLCC and ULCC any of which amounts to 450
thousand tons (on ballast) and this necessitates performing
the accurate maintenance in their passage.

Moreover,

the

accidents which occur in navigational canals are
in general due to the following reasons:a.

Lack of navigational aids.

b.

Inconsistency of form of the Canal's bottom with the draft of
the ships which pass through and this tends to make
the ship deviate

c.

from its route.

Technical factors or other outside factors.

Consequently, it was necessary to perform a complete analysis
about all kinds of accidents with a view to understanding the
actual reasons of the accident.

9

.

In our research we shall deal with the following:a.

Necessity of making analysis of the maritime casual
ties, the authorities who are responsible for per
forming the analysis, and the ideal method by which

- 9 -

the procedures of the inquiry and analysis is
performed.
b.

A comprehensive study about administation authori
ties who are responsible for analysing the maritime
casualties in Egypt, the marine surveyors, inspec
tors and the laws which are enforced in this topic*

c.

Throwing

light

on

points of weakness in the

current system and presenting proposals which
concern promotion of capabilities of those who
analyse the maritime accidents.
d.

Clarifying the role of the Arab Maritime Transport
Academy
-

as

to

maritime accidents.

Present a proposal for marine casualty investig^'
tion through courses including the details of
syllabus.

-

A new role for a research center in the Arab
Maritime Transport Academy.

10

CHAPTER I

TYPES OF MARINE CASUALTIES

-

11

The Main Feature of Marine Accidents:
The main three elements participating in the marine voyage are ship*
cargo, and men (human lives: crev/ and passengers).

These three ele

ments are normally at risk and any damage or tort and delict can be
considered as amarine accident.
as soon as

The ship itself becomes liable to risks

it starts to be built in the shipyard.

The "USCG M.S.M." Volume 5, concerning the investigations of marine
casualties, has defined the marine accident as:
"The marine casualty or accident which involves any of the fol 1
1.1

All accidental groundings and any intentional grounding which
also meets any of the other reporting criteria or creates a
hazard to navigation, the environment, or the safety of The
vessel.

1-2

Loss of main propulsion or primary steering or any associated
component or control system, the loss of which causes a reduc
tion of the maneuvering capabilities of the vessel , loss means
that systems, component parts sub-systems, or control systems
do not perform the specified or required function.

1.3

An occurrence materially and adversely affecting the vessel 's
seaworthiness or fitness for service or rote, including
limited to fire, flooding, or failure or damage to fixed tine
extinguishing systems, lifesaving equipment, auxiliary
generating equipment, or bilge pumping systems

1.4

Loss of life.

1.5

Injury causing a person to remain incapacitated f

peni*^*^

'
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excess of 72 hours.
1.6

An occurrence not meeting the above criteria but resulting
damage to property exceeding

25,000

U.S. dollars.

in

Such

damage includes the cost necessary to restore the property to
to the service condition which existed prior to the casualty,
including the cost of salvage, gasfreeing, and drydocking.

It

does not include such items as demurrage."

The above definition description for the marine accident or casualty,
is commonly used by most of the national maritime legislations in
different countries, but it can only be different in the total amount
of the accident expenses which according to the USA regulations is
25,000 dollars, and also the incapacity which in some of the countries
is limited to 48 hours.
It is necessary that the accident will be defined in the national
maritime laws or regulations in order to provide the investigation
authority with a clear jurisdiction

in proportion between, among

other things, the safety authorities.
The most common types of accidents can be classified as follows:a.

Loss of lives

(killed or badly hurt)

b.

Sinking

c.

Capsize

d.

Collision

e.

Fire

f.

Explosion

g.

Grounding

h.

Structural failure

- 13 -

2.

Classification of Marine Casualty or Accident:
Certain marine casualties have been classified to facilitate advance
reporting to the authorities responsible for
are
Z,l

marine casualties,

they

a§ f©n9WiJ =
Major Marine Casualty:
2.1.1

Loss of six or more lives.

2.1.2

Caused serious threat to the marine environment.

2.1.3

Loss of a mechanically propelled vessel of 100 or
more GT.

2.1.4

Property damage initially estimated high costs.
"According to the USA law, and USC6 regulations it
applies to the damages which cost more than

500,000

U.S. dollars."
2.2

Serious Casualty:
The IMO has defined a "serious casualty" as any occurrence
involving vessels of 1600 GT or more which results in total
loss (including constructive total loss) of one or more vessels
or loss of lives.

2*3

Significant Marine Casualty:
The significant marine casualties are occurrences resulting as:
2.3.1

Multiple loss of life resulting from a vessel casualty.

2.3.2

Single loss of life resulting from a vessel casualty
caused by unusual or extraordinary circumstances.

14

2.3.3

A marine casualty likely to receive national press
attention.

2.3.4

A threat or potential threat of hazard to life, pro
perty. or the environment resulting from a vessel
casualty.

2.3.5

Loss of inspected vessel.

A significant marine casualty may also be determined to be a
major marine casualty at later time.

Returning to the three main elements participating in the marine voyage
(ship, cargo, and human lives) we find that most of the accidents are
related to them.

There is also another main factor which causes damage

to the ship, i.e. the environment or the weather, both sea and wind.
So, the main factors which play an important role in a marine casualty/
accident are:
a.

Crew (Human factors)

b.

The ship

c.

The cargo

d.

The weather

The following definitions are used in the ships and tankers casualty
scheme, "IMO Casualty Statistics MSC 50/13".
Total Loss:The term "total loss" refers to a tanker or ship which, as a direct result
of being in a marine casualty, has ceased to exist, either by virtue of the
fact that the ship is irrecoverable, or has subsequently been scrapped as
a consequence of the casualty.

- 15 -

Serious Casualties;

The information provided by Lloyds Register on each casualty involving
a tanker or ship "at risk" has been assessed as "serious" or otherv/ise on
the following basis:
Serious casualties include reports of:-

!•

A fire, explosion, collision, grounding, contact, heavy weather,
damage, ice damage, hull cracking or suspected hull defect resulting
in, structural damage rendering ship under water, immobilization of
main engines, extensive accommodation damage, loss of life, and/or
pollution.

2.

A "breakdown" necessitating towage or shore assistance.

3.

A "total loss", as defined above.

16

Categories of Casualty Used:
1.

Foundered:
Includes ships which sink as a result of heavy weather, springing
of leaks, breaking in two, etc. and not as a consequence of catego
ries 2-9.

2.

Wrecked/Stranded:
Includes ships reported hard and fast for an appreciable period of
time and cases reported touching sea bottom.

This category includes

entanglement on under-water wrecks, grounding and bumping over bars,
etc.

3.

Contact:
Striking an external substance but not another ship or the sea bottom.
This category includes striking drilling rigs/platforms, regardless
of whether in fixed position or in tow.

4.

Col 1iSion:
Striking or being struck by another ship, regardless of whether under
way, anchored or moored.

This category does not include striking

under-water wrecks.

5.

Fire and Explosion:
Where the fire and/or explosion in the first incident report is noted,
it therefore follows those casualties involving fires and/or explo
sions after collisions, strandings, etc. and would be categorized
under "Collision/Stranding".

Scavenge fires will also be included

in this category.
\
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6.

Missing:
After a reasonable period of time no news having been received of a
ship and its fate being therefore undetermined, the ship is posted as
missing

at the corporation of Lloyds and is included in the missing

category on the data base together with similar cases reported by the
other reliable sources.

In peacetime, missing ships are considered

as losses by marine perils.

7.

Hull/Machinery Damage:
It includes ships lost or damaged as a result of hul 1/machinery damage
or failure which is not attributable to categories 1-7 or category 9.

9.

Miscellaneous:
Includes ships which have been lost or damaged and for the lack of
sufficient information or other reasons, cannot be classified.

10•

Exclusions:
The following have not been included:
10.1

Naval tankers and ships, non-self-propelled tank barges and
tank cleaning vessels, wine tankers.

10.2

Non tankers carrying hazardous cargoes.

10.3

Tanker casualties occurring before delivery or after sail for
breaking up.

10.4

Conseguences of hostilities.

10.5

Groundings requiring lightening and/or tugs, but no damage or
pollution reported.

f
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10.6

Loss of life or pollution not a consequence of tanker casualty
(e.g. operational pollution not included}.

10.7

Casualties involving serious damage or loss of life on, and/or
pollution from another vessel or jetty without "serious" conse
quences to a tanker.

X
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3* Analysis of the Ships' Total Loss from 1981 to 1985 by
Accident

Categories

General:

The central analysis, presented hereby,

is for the total loss of ships

of 500 6RT and above, during the last five years (1981-85), which is
based on the Lloyd's Statistical Reports and on an evaluation of other
reliable international statistics and contributions to this subject.

In general, marine casualties occur because of human failures, negli
gence , carelessness, and inaccuracy;
stranding.

particularly the collisions and

On the other hand, failures might as well be caused by

malfunctioning of equipment.

Sometimes a lack of safety might be due

to lack of information, experience, bad manning or bad management.

However, during the last five years, the world merchant fleet has lost
1095 ships of 500 GRT and above from different types of total tonnage
more than 70 009 000 GRT

Type

as follows:-

nna no
To,'ililayc
Number Total
(GRT)

Percentage of Total Losses
Number of
G.R.T.
Ships {%)
(%)

Tankers

108

21 919 000

9.85

30.31

Bulk &
Combined
Carriers

105

18 182 000

9.58

25.97

Other types

883

29 908 000

80.57

42.72

1096

70 009 000

100.00

100.00

TOTAL

/

(AVERAGE)

SHIPS 500 GRT/OVER

1981/85

CD

SHARE O
F G
RT

CASUALTY DURING

REPORTED TOTAL LOSSES BY NATURE OF

-
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□C

LU
CD

-

cn

h—

CD

CD
I—I

CO

CO

(

21

22

- 23 fCPORTED WORLD TOTAL LOSSES BY
NATURE OF CASUALTY

\ZZZZZ^
fires sexp

COLLISIONS

STRANDING

WEATHER

■lilllilllliMII
TOTAL
Bi

82

63

84

YEAR
1901 / 1985

85

(EL7)

REPORTED WORLD TOTAL LOSSES BY
NATURE OF CASUALTY 1901/ 1985
50.00

SHIP

VZZZZl
MACHINEHY

40.00

MISSING

30.00

20.00
CONTACT

10.00

FOUNDERING

0.00
81

82

83

84

YEAR
SHIPS OF 500 GRT AND OVER

85
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3.2

Weather Damage
The total number of ships lost during 1981 to 1985 by bad weather was
220 ships of different types, representing 20.07% of the total num
ber and 17% of total tonnage lost during this period.

The effect of

the bad weather was often the direct cause for shifting of cargo
inside ships' holds which caused unbalance leading to the foundering.
The annual average losses by number and tonnage remained constant, 44
ships of total tonnage 2,282,000 GRT.

3.3

Ships Foundered
The sudden foundering which has been caused by the unbalance due to
bad weather, bad stability and cargo shifting is the most common
cause of foundering.

Also the weakness of ships' hulls or being

unable to face the driving waves that may cause structural failure
as occurred to the oil tanker of 276,000 ton (VLCC) in the end of
the 60s, or by opening the ramps of RO/RO and container ships.

It

is most difficult to know the real reason for such casualties due
to shortage of time between the beginning of the accident and
complete foundering of the ship, and also lack of information about
the accident given by the crew before foundering.
However, during the last five years the number of ships totally lost
was 142 of total tonnage 513,500 GRT, representing 12.9% of total
casualties, and 16.9% of total tonnage lost.
3.4

Collisions:Collisions are most unlikely to occur in the open seas but often in the
congested areas, marine passages and narrow places,

bad and limited

25

visibility besides high speed, inaccurate infomation taken from the
radar and carelessness in applying the rules of preventing collision
at sea, were the major reasons of collisions.

In a study by D. Rother "Ship Casualties - An Analysis of Causes and
Circumstances" the possibility of collisions to occur under fog condi
tions is three times as high as under normal visibility conditions, and
when visibility becomes nearly thick fog, the possibility for occurrence
of collision is six times as high as normal.

In a report submitted to IMO, Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation,
26th Session on 15th September 1981, concerning "Collision Statistics
and Analysis of Causes of Collisions, NAV 26/4/1",

the statistics

have stated that the areas of high numbers of collisions during the
period from 1958 to 1980 were as follows:-

Region

Total Number of
Collision (1958-80)

Coasts of Japan and Korea

436

Southern of North Sea

287

Dover Strait

209

Baltic Sea

172

There has been a considerable decrease in the number of collisions
occurring off north west Europe and Dover Strait

in recent years.

The main reasons for that was the traffic separation scheme besides
the (VTS) vessels traffic system used in this area.

- 26 -

Indeed, a

considerable change has taken place during the last thirty

years, size and speed of ships as well as traffic denisty increased so
much that the expectation of a tendency towards greater risks of colli
sion seems justified.

However, the number of ships totally lost because of collision during
the past five years was 86 ships representing 7.8% of total casualties
The total tonnage of these ships was 424,000 ton (GRT) which represented

6.1% of total tonnage lost.

Machinery and Shafts Casual ties
This sort summed up to 2.6% of all casualties.

The total number of

ships lost during the last five years was 29 ships, with total tonnage
of 308,000 ton (GRT).

The damage to the main engine can be classifies]

following*'

3.5.1

Damages which cause a total breakdown of +u
the engine
be repaired by own means.

3.5.2

Damages which after extensive repair bv

to 9°
own means all^'^

with reduced power.
3.5.3

Damages which after repairs by own meanc i
wit*^ normal
^ 31 low to go on
service.

In fact the most serious case is the first
weather which can lead the ship to real di
to be taken into consideration:

pad
specially io

^^ress, the follo'^’’^^ items
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a.

Number of engine room crew.

b.

The age of the engine (ship).

c.

Type of ship.

d.

The route on which the ship serves.

e.

The frequency of its working on full capacity.

f.

The type of propulsion.

g.

The quality of lubricating oil and bunkers.

h.

The degree of automation.

i.

Quality of the engineers and watchkeepers, which is still
important for the reliability of the ship's main engine.

•6

Stranding
The

main

number

of

risk

at

sea

groundings

today
by

arises

merchant

from

ships

strandings,

the

every

year is considerable, compared with the professionalism which today's
shipping can be effected.

In fact, from different statistics concer

ning analysis of grounding cases, we know that about three quarters of
all groundings are caused by human error, wrong behaviour extending
mainly to negligence, mal-operation and faulty decisions.

Also there

are some additional factors which can be apart from causes like bad
weather or machinery damage;

groundings are most likely to occur if

the watchkeeping officers do not have complete information about their
ships' routes and/or wrongly use their navigational equipment.
However, in the last five.years, groundings amounted to 16.9% of all
casualties;

the world merchant fleet has lost 186 ships with

total tonnage amounting to 1,254,000 ton (GRT), summed up to 17.9%
of all tonnage lost.
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TOTAL WORLD MERCHANT FLEET BY FLAGS
AS OF JULY 1ST

1985

Vessels of 300 ton and over.
No •

Flag

No. of Ships

dwt

(1000)

Share of Flag
(dwt - %)

1

Panama

3 829

60

656.5

9.71

2

Greece

1 920

50

686.5

8.09

3

MexiCO

101

1

864.8

0.30

4

Liberia

1 664

107

778.5

17.25

5

South Koria

665

10

345.2

1.66

6

India

425

10

294.7

1.65

7

Cyprus

748

11

819.8

1.89

8

UK

915

20

794.0

3.33

Total

10 267

274

240.3

43.88

Other Flags

23 522

350

742.9

56.12

Grand Total

33 789

624

983.2

100.00

9

Source:

Sources of data shipping statistics "Institute of Shipping
Economics and Logistics", Bremen Casualty Returns
"November 1985", pp XI/13, XI/14, own calculation.

Compiled by author
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3.7.

Fire and Explosion:-

During the last five years (1981-85), 313 ships with the tonnage of
2,804,000 GRT were totally lost by fire and explosions, which makes
28.6% of total casualties and 40.1% of total tonnage lost.

Fire and explosions on ships involve greater

risks to life and pro

perty than other accidents.

The fires and explosions may occur in engine room, accommodation, and
cargo spaces.

Fires are mainly caused by the following:

3.7.1

Careless handling of open fire.

3.7.2

Ignition of cargoes or gases released from cargoes.

3.7.3

Electrical short-circuits.

3.7.4

Ignition of oil dust on the, machinery surfaces.

Fires can occur v/hen the ship is in the open sea or during loading
and discharging of cargo inside ports or when the ship is under repair
In fact,we can demonstrate that two factors are mostly responsible for the
increasing number of fires on board ships:-

a.

The fact that the human element brings some incalculable factors
into the technical system.

b.

The fact that the transport of hazardous cargoes under financial
and technical constraints is not always done in the way it should
be.
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The Maritime Safety Committee at IMO presents an annual report
concerning the analysis of serious casualties to oil/chemical tankers
and combination carriers of 6000 GRT and above.

In the last report,

MSC 52/17, concerning serious casualties to oil/chemical tankers
1970-1984, the total number of serious casualties caused by fire and
explosion during this period was 308 accidents, 41% happening in
cargo holds, 44.4% in engine rooms and 14% in other processes.

The

cause of these accidents was mostly due to the human factor in
negligence in taking necessary precautions and emergency procedures
against fire risks according to the safety rules indicated in the
International Conventions concerning Safety at Sea.

Conclusion:We have reviewed the marine accident statistics, which reflect the number of
ships totally lost during the last five years.

There are a lot of studies

analyzing the causes and result of marine casualties, but we aimed to make a
quick and summarized presentation to show the value of ships lost, and
compared a loss rate in tonnage to the total number of ships of the world
fleet.

It is noticed that fire and explosion accidents had a high rate,

followed by grounding and bad weather damages.

The reasons for 80% of

these accidents was the human factor, which can be reduced by increasing
the level of education and training of ships' crews.

The STCW Convention

has represented the spinal column of developing training and teaching ships'
crews.

4
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4. Sources of Casualties

Reports and Information

There are three primary sources of casualty information available to
research workers in most countries.

First is the information from the

international marine organizations, Liverpool underwriter's casualty
returns, and particularly the Lloyds Register of Shipping (London).
Lloyds collects details of the position of casualty, types of ships in
volved and primary causes.

This information is stored in Lloyds computers

and it includes total losses as Vifell as ships which have been seriously
damaged.

Information relating to total losses are published each quarter

in Lloyds casualty returns.

Information on ships which are damaged but not

lost can be obtained from Lloyds in the form of computer print-out on pay
ment of a fee.
follows:

The type of information contained in these records are as

Ship's name and year built, gross tonnage, flag, type of ship,
origin and destination, cargo carried and circumstances and
place.

The second source of information is the International Chamber of shipping
"Navigation Casualty Report Scheme".

This is provided primarily for ship

owners and government use, not every casualty is detailed in the reports
but what is provided is extremely useful and takes the form of an analysis,
accompanied by short extraction of the incidents and the navigational errors.
The third source is that of the Official Government Records of the flag
state.

These are normally confidential as they represent the surveyor's

report to government following an inquiry into the casualty.

These reports

are quite comprehensive and provide information on the type of accident,
the environment of the area of occurrence and details of the ship and the
cross examination of the master and the officers during the inquiry.
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CHAPTER II

TYPES OF MARINE CASUALTY INVESTIGATION
AND THEIR

REPORTS

I
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General:
The primary purpose of investigation is to ascertain cause(s) and to
determine what corrective measures, if any, should be taken. The Safety
Administration (S.A.) investigation also ascertains if there are any
violations of the national legislation "merchant shipping act", or the
regulations.

The S.A. can assess civil penalties but if there is evi

dence of criminal violations on the part of any person, the case should
be referred to the court (Municipal Legal Systems).

The S.A. is not to

investigate to fix civil liability between private litigants, instead the
investigations are means to promote safety of life and property and to
protect the environment.

.

1

Authority and Pov/ers:
As a state has sovereignty

over its own territories only, the legislation

of a country is also primarily territorial.

This leads to the general

rule that the laws of a nation apply to all things and acts within its
territories including its waters and ships of its flag on high seas and
foreign private ships within its territorial waters.

This confers juris

diction on municipal courts of the coastal state even in relation to the
ships flying foreign flags when in national or territorial waters.

This

means that any casualty occurring to a coastal state registered vessel
anywhere is potentially a matter for exercise of the boards investigatory
powers.

Similarly, these powers may be invoked in the case of a casualty

involving a foreign vessel, if the casualty has occurred within the
jurisdiction of the coastal state.
In fact the jurisdiction of the investigator does not extend beyond the
limits of the jurisdiction of the S.A., as provided by the laws it
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administers and enforces, therefore

•

•

neretore, an investigator must confine his
activities within the limits of his authority.
It is, however, important to cooperate with other investigative agen

cies of the govermnent. and with the investigating officials of state
and local authorities. As anexample.in case of death arising fro. a .arine
casualty, the state having criminal jurisdication may desire to proceed
" a negligent homicide case against the vessel(s) pilot or master.

1

this case, the state’s attorney should be informed of the remedial H"’''
tations of any S.A. action and the state should be offered the full co
operation of the S.A. in the investigation.
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Qualifications of a Marine

Investigator:

The marine casualty is an accident related to the use or operation of a
ship and resulting damage to or incapacitation of the ship, its machi
nery or equipment or resulting damage to other properties.
The causes

of

marine accidents are different and sometimes one

factor or more cause the damage to the ship or the cargo on board or
even cause loss of lives.
The investigation applies to any search for the facts and their analysis
to whatever extent whether conducted formally or informally or whether
using the public hearing process or not.
It is widely recognized, that the primary purpose of investigation in
casualties and other marine occurrences is to improve the safety of life
and property in this mode of transport which has been probably the first
to develop the method of identifying safety deficiencies.

These inves

tigations are regarded as a form of preventive medicine through the pro
cess of finding out the causes of the occurrences, acquiring knowledge
therefrom and recommending or sometimes imposing ways to prevent re
currences.

Such investigations have resulted in major improvements in

areas such as ship construction, lifesaving, and fire fighting equipment
traffic and other rules, such as the international regulations for the
prevention of collision at sea, navigational aids and equipment, levels
of competence of seamen, search and rescue.

This primary purpose is

reflected in the responsibility of the marine investigator, how he
will be engaged in such investigations for finding out the facts and
causes of casualties and making appropriate recommendations designed to
eliminate or reduce safety deficiency.
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. The Qualities of a Marine Investigator:

2

The investigation and analysis of a marine accident is a highly spe
cialized job which requires highly experienced professional personnel
in the maritime field.
The marine investigator must possess the following qualities:1.
.

Dedication to this kind of work.

2

Diligence and patience.

3.

He must have a good sound working knowledge, of shipping and
factors which affect operations as a whole.

4.

Technical skills with practical background.

5.

Perseverance, logic, and open-mindedness.

It is not sufficient to nominate a person with a speciality in shipP'’'^9
as investigator, as the occasion arises, because maritime accident inves
tigation and analysis is a specialist task by itself.

The standards of

an investigator assigned to an accident inquiry determines the thorough
ness and quality of results obtained which depends very much on the
experience of the investigator.

In other words long experience in The mari

time field is a major element for an investigator.
gains experience,

The more he serves and

the better the quality of results will be.

The investigator must, at least, carry one of the following quali^ications:!•

Master mariner certificate.

2.

First marine engineer.

3.

Bachelor of engineering (naval architecture and ship design branch).

He should also have a professional background on board ships as a master,
deck officer, or marine engineer.
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Regarding the personal qualifications of a casualty investigator, it
is very important to stress the demand for integrity.

This means that

he should be inaccessible to any pressure, ranging from clear attempts
of bribery, veiled threats of revenge in the form of withheld promotion,
deteriorated conditions of work or dismissal.
fluenced by irrelevant considerations.

Also he must not be in

In other words he will speak

out

and tell the authorities, companies, and those in charge of safety,
that in the course of investigation he has found serious deficiencies
within their services which have to be rectified. He must also be
challengeable, for example,

there are particular circumstances that can

put the confidence in the investigator's impartiality in doubt, e.g.,
he or one of his closest relatives is related to the victim.

This situa

tion of challenge should also be tried on the expert who has been appointed
to assist in the casualty investigation.
It is desirable that the investigator has an accident as a foundation on
which to develop his skills, a professional ships officer's background,
marine engineering qualifications or appropriate experience in specia
lized areas of shipping such as operations, piloting, meterology, naval
architecture, seamanship, etc.

Designation of Marine Board (Committee) of Investigation:
If as a result of an investigation into a tasualty,upon recommendation
of a maritime administration or receipt of information (authority) from
any other source, it appears to the administration that the marine
casualty or accident is of such magnitude or significance that further
investigations would tend to promote safety of life and property at
sea and would be in the public interest, the administration will
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designate an appropriate marine board (committee) of investigation to
conduct such investigation forthwith.

Membership of a Marine Board (Committee):
The board (Committee) will usually be composed of three members desig
nated by the General Director of the authority responsible for the
marine casualty investigation.

The

senior member shall be chairman

and the authority (G.D.A.) may also designate specialists or technical
experts to assist the Committee.

Designation of the Committee members

will be first by a message and it will be later confirmed by the receipt
of a confirmation letter.

Board (Committee) Members
Recommendations for marine committee members should be based on the
nature of the casualty to be investigated and availability of qualified
personnel.

A senior officer (marine person) of wide experience should

be selected as chairman, consideration should be given to assigning
the other two members who should have a broad marine safety background.
In many cases it is also important that the two committee members have
professional qualifications other than those of the chairman.

It is

common that the chairman who is usually a master mariner is assisted
by two members, one of which has experience in marine engineering and
the other has a legal background.
Master Mariner

Chairman of the Board

Marine Engineer

Member

Legal Person

Member
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that the casualty investigator has three
other qualities as can be understood from the above:1.

He must have the ability to work fast and efficiently so that a
correct result is reached as quickly as possible, for all parties in
volved it is crucial that the cause of the events leading to the
casualty is found rapidly so the right preventive steps can be taken
immediately.

It is obvious that hastily made and erroneous reports

on the causes of marine casualties may result in serious consequences
for the safety at sea.
2.

The investigator must be able to express himself well, both orally
and in writing.

The papers and reports written by the investigator

must be in a light and straightforward
about his opinion and designation.

style with clear expressions

He should also be able to speak

well, making himself understood easily while arguing in favour of
the report and its recommendations.
3.

It is important that the investigator can get on well with people,
in order to establish contact with those involved in the accident
and win their confidence.
gator

A lot can be achieved if the investi

exercising with several authorities and not behaving in a

bureaucratic way.

This also means that the psychological balance

of the investigator is put to a severe test as he must often
work under high time pressure, and sometimes also pressure from the
involved parties and the mass media.

- 44 4.

Distinguish clearly between "error of judgment" and
"negligence
as regards his conclusion regarding an act of omiss

II

ion or com-

mission on the part of any seafaring.
5.
.

6

To remember the purpose and objectives of the inquiry,
To ensure that the proceeding and the report of the inquiry are
such as to be capable of forming a proper basis for the decision
of the government, regarding further follow-up action(s).

In order to carry out these duties effectively, it is essential that the
maritime accident investigators are provided with suitable statutory
powers which should,

nontheless,

be used with discretion.

The inves

tigator will come in contact with many kinds of people, some of whom
are less familiar with his activities and are not willing to give evidence
because of natural desire not to become involved.

In this latter cir

cumstance it may be necessary for the investigator to explain his function
and to obtain their willing co-operation.
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3. The Duties of the Investigator:
The main purpose of marine casualty investigation and its analysis is
to obtain information to be used for the prevention of similar casual
ties as far as practicable.

It is necessary that the causes of casualty

be determined as precisely as possible in order that detailed factual
information will be available for review and statistical studies.

It is

not sufficient to know only HOW a casualty occurred, and v/ho was respon
sible, but it must also be clear WHY it happened.

Based on this informa

tion appropriate corrective measures, regulations, and standards of
safety may be developed and instituted, or legislation for marine safety
may be recommended if needed.

Therefore, the duties of the investigator

are a difficult task.
The main items to be covered by the investigator can be stated as follows
1-

Find out facts.

2.

Obtain all the relevant information.

3.

Determine as precisely as possible the causes of the casualty.

In this regard he needs to fully appreciate that he is undertaking a
solemn duty, for which he would have to:1.

Show great patience and understanding in examining witnesses.

2.

Remember to place himself "in the shoes" of the witness when
recording his statement, so as to be able to understand the rele
vant circumstances properly.

3.

Appreciate the fact that his conclusions and recommendations may
have far-reaching consequences affecting the carrier(s) of seafarer(s) and shipowners concerned.
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There are two levels of marine Inquiries;
1.

Preliminary inquiries.

.

Formal investigations.

2

The preliminary inquiries are designed to establish the facts of the
casualty to the end that the board (commission) may be able to decide
whether a further more formal inquiry should be convened.

The prelif^’’"

nary inquiry is conducted at a confidential level and its results
not, except in some exceptional cases and under strict regard to the
board s impartial status, disclosed to the public.
The formal investigations are conducted in open courts, specially ^et
up for the purpose of discovering the cause or causes of the casualty’
of promulgating any lessons to be learned from the circumstances and of
dealing disciplmarily with any person(s) found responsible for causing
the casualty.
A foraal investigation need

not be preceeded by a preliminary Inqu’’'^’

although in actual practice the assembling of evidence for presentati°"
to the court of inquiry will in most cases call for tho
the
Che exercise or
statutory powers normally associated with a preliminaw.
“hy inquiry.
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.

4

PRELIMINARY

INQUIRIES

Purpose:
The purpose of a preliminary inquiry is to obtain evidence of the causes
of a casualty, and provide information and material upon which the board
may determine whether or not a formal investigation is necessary.

Investiqation:Investigation has been defined by CGMSM

as the patient inquiry into a

matter with systematic attention to details and relationship, derived from
a word meaning a footprint.

It accurately implies the attempt to acquire

a current picture of a prior event and is a planned search for facts and
evidence

through interviews, interrogations, observations, record exami

nations and proper interpretations of physical evidences.

The technique

of investigation is an art for which only general rules and few guiding
principles can be out lined.
A successful investigation is one in which the evidence is completely
handled, witnesses are intelligently questioned, all leads are fully
developed and the case is comprehensively but concisely, clearly, and
accurately reported.

Sources of Information:
There are numerous sources of information available to an investigator
which may indicate that an investigation is warranted, these sources are:Master of the vessel.
Crew members.
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Shipping companies.
Witnesses (pilot, passengers, etc.)
Maritime organizations.
Underwriters, shipping agents.
Police.
Other units.

Procedure of Preliminary inquiry;
The decision to order a preliminary inquiry into a shipping casualty is
made by the administration responsible for the casualty investigatio"

(S.A.i, according to the initial information on the circumstances and
effects of the casualty.

Duties of the Investigator:
The duties of the investigator in conducting a prelimi
iniinary inquiry can
be classified as follows:a.

To inform the government (ministry concerned) nf
« casualty
'
the shipping ^
having occurred within its jurisdiction.

b.

To hold a preliminary inquiry, when considered n
.
the
necessary, into
shipping casualty, and for this purpose if npr^a
'"^^essary: 1-

To go on board the ship involved in casualtt

the

“'Ty and inspect
same or any part thereof or any of the deck
equipment

or articles on board.

machinery*

To enter and inspect any premises the ent,.
y Or inspection
which appears to him to be requisite forth
® Purpose of t

poats

nf
report
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he is directed to make.
3.

To summon under his hand, require the attendance of all persons
he thinks fit to call before him and examine for such purpose
and to require answers or returns as deemed necessary for the
purpose.

4.

To require and enforce the production of all, books, papers
or documents which he considers important for the purpose of
investigation.

5.

To administer oath, or in lieu thereof, require any person to
be examined by him to make and subscribe a declaration of the
truth of the statement made by the investigator in his exami
nation.

In particular, the investigator should ensure that adequate coverage
is given to the following iterns
1.

The sequence of events leading up to the casualty.

2.

If loss of life occurred, how it was caused.

3.

Any defect(s) in the hull, machinery or equipment of the ship
which may have led to or contributed to the casualty.

4.

The adequacy and functioning of the safety appliances with which
the ship was provided and the effectiveness of the precautionary
or remedial measures which masters are instructed or advised to
take.

And whether any injuries or death may have been due to

causes which may have been prevented if other appliances had been
available or other advice or instructions had been issued.
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The qualification of master,

engineering officer, and crew

members.
The operation and efficiency of navigational aids, and radio
equipment .
7.

The nature of the damage to the ship or caused by the ship
consequence of casualty.

d.

Effect on Environment:
Where es a direct or secondary consequence of a casualty, the 1"««d1ate or further environment of the ship has been affected by
tion through loss of hazardous cargo, or vvhere fire has spread to
adjacent vessels or shore installations, full details of the extort,
volume and effect of such pollution or damage should be given, togethe
with a description of remedial measures and repairs, their eftot'
tiveness and approximate costs.

e-

Statement of FartcThe above information should be included in depositions or
of facts, but useful information received in any other manner
always

be

included in the report and

should

preferably substantiated

supporting documents.
0

Details of the qualificatin
rie^^®
'^^tion and expend'
personnel involved and any impressions gained as to the

and efficiency of managers, are always useful and often invali^^^^^
when questions of competence are being considered
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ACCIDENT

INVESTIGATION
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5.

REPORT

Standardisation in the presentation and format of preliminary
inquiry reports is desirable for a number of reasons:1.1

In many cases a preliminary inquiry is the forerunner of a
formal investigation and the report then takes on the nature
of the brief presented to treasury solicitor and ultimately to
the board ' s counsel.

1.2

In cases where a formal investigation does not follow a pre
liminary inquiry, but other administrative follow-up is con
templated, a badly arranged report will hamper the heads of
the S.A. staff in collecting the relevant points for consider
ation.

Also if the documents are relating to the report of

other matters, it may happen that the letter or paper requiring
attention may be overlooked or delayed.

1.3

Occasions frequently arise where information has to be retrieved
for analytical or statistical purposes and it is intended that
the casualty data will be organised to lend itself to data bank.

1.4

It is possible that policy considerations may in future lead
to the publication of certain preliminary inquiry reports.

As a general guide to the compilation and presentation of preliminary
inquiry reports and supporting material the following points should
be borne in mind:2.1

The preliminary inquiry report should be clearly separate from

- 54 supporting documents such as ni
. .
^ plans, charts, log book extracts
statements, certificates
» etc. and should preferably be enc losed

labelled folder.
2.2

Supporting documents, whpn
on the casualty fiip hi.+

k

n

^
should not be accommodated

u
^

housed in clear labelled

packets.
2.3

The covering minute in which th
-

•
® ^'^''estigator announces the

, ..

completion of his
hie prelimi
the i
.•
Inquiry report should indicate
tha investigator's opinion as to whether rr
■
stances warrant
(further action or not-i
^he circu^stanc
not/, giving his y-a=
of either
course.
reasons in respect
« proper preliminary inquiry report should
distinct parts:

k

ind

be in five separat

3.1

A brief Introduction summarising the ch- e
of
casualty.
features of

3.2

« full description of the ship or shparts invni

r< •

with emphasis

parts involved m the casualty.
3.3

« Chronological and factual account dot ■,

nuance .

events leading up to the casualty tog T

casualty.

3.4

on those

lrcu"-

'diately following

Tbe ihvest,gator remarhs upon any

No.
gpy <^efi

above to explain or elaborate the fa^,^
ciency of equipment or failure of th

*

Which might avoid the similar casu
in future.

ke steps
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3.5

A conclusion in which the investigator should state his findi
as to the principal and contributory causes of the casualty.

Introduction;
The main purpose of the investioatinn

stigation report is to provide detailed

factual data on which to ba<;A an,,

appropriate corrective measures.

The

report should be in narrative form anH
•
e Torm and consist of the following mam
parts:
Subject.
Topic.
Vessel and cargo data.
Record of dead and injured.
Accident circumstances.
Conclusion.
Recommendation.

fact

-- ww

ly lengthy, find'

Should be United to those raised by the casualty, and only

to the
degree necessary to acquire an understanding as to what happened, how an
Why the casualty occurred.

Subject:
The subject description of the report should include:The name(s) and official number(s) and nationality of the
vessel(s) involved.
The type of casualty (Collision, fire, etc.)
The geographical area where it occurred.
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date of casualty.
Personal injury or loss of life sustained.

Topic:
The narrative report should begin with a topical paragraph consisting of
a succinct description of What, When, Where, Who, and results of the in
vestigation.

(Very brief description.)

Vessel and Cargo Data:
1.

Vessel Data:
Vessel name.
Official number.
Type of the vessel (cargo, bulk, tanker).
Gross tons.
Net tons.
Length, breadth, depth.
Type of propulsion (turbo, electric, stea)
H. Power.
Home port.
Nationality.
Owner/operator.
Name of the master.
Qualification of the master.
Note: In case of motor boat accidents the report should include a
comprehensive description of the boat involved, such as free
board, hull material, estimated weight, type of fuel, etc.
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2.

Cargo Data:
In case

the vessel's

cargo plays a role In the casualty, a full

description of the cargo should be Included in the report.

This

description should include:-

Type of cargo and condition (dry bulk, heated, cooled).
Trade name.
Quantity.
Shipper(s) and consignee.
Copies of the cargo

manifest

should be obtained.

Record of Dead and Injured:
The report must include a list of those persons killed or injured, as a
result of the casualty.

This list should contain the name, rank, age,

and home address.

Accident Circumstances:
The accident circumstances or the weather prior to and at the time of
the casualty, such as wind currents, tides, emphasizing visibility.
The investigator must determine the weather forecast for the casualty
period and whether such forecast was obtained by the operator before
sailing.

Also all data about the radars and navigation equipments and

other relevant information should be obtained in detail , specially
in case of collision or grounding casualties.

Body of the Report:
This part of the report is the most important part in the casualty
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report.

In this part the investigator must explain precisely the

circumstances of the accident and all facts substantially supported
by the evidence and witness

testimonies.

Also all the facts on which

conclusions are based should be included.

Conclusions in the Narrative Reports:
General :
The conclusions of the marine accident is written by the investigator after
explanation of the circumstances of the accident and based upon facts, the
testimonies, and evidence

derived in the investigation.

The conclusions

should not attempt to establish a legal case for hearing by commenting with
court citations, but it reflects the investigator's opinion as to the
cause(s) of the casualty.

The conclusions must cover the following points:-

1.

Causes of the casualty.

2.

Resolving conflicting evidence in conclusions.

3.

Description of navigation and ship's eqaipraeht.

1.

Causes of the Casualty:
a.

Proximate Cause:
The proximate cause of the casualty shall be stated to the extent
determinable, the cause(s) based on the facts, and available
evidence.

b.

Contributing Cause(s):
Any contributing causes to the accident, shall be stated to the extent
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deteminable, such as adverse weather or sailing condition,
distracting elements, fatigue, inadequate training or superVision, lack of qualifirst-i««
M anncation, or inexperience, etc.
Description of Cause(s):

The investigator must explain in details the cause(s) of the
accident and describe how the cause(s) effect the accident
y> and not to identify only cause(s) such as "ship
orthiness

but he must describe how and why the ship is

uns6aworthy.
d.

Negligence:

inost casualties (about 80%) of the ships' accidents
traced to some types of human error(s), specially the
and grounding casualties.

There are many instances

such error is considered as negligence rather than
in judgment.

The court's decisions and legal rulings

laid a foundation for determining what constitutes negli
gence as the failure to exercise that care which a reasonable
prudent person would exercise under similar circumstances.
It is

incumbent for the investigating officer to refer to the

court's decisions.
published,

Normally and according to S.A. regulations

an appeal decision to determine if the circums-

ces surrounding the casualty indicate evidence of negligence,
certain acts are not by themselves considered primafacie evidence
of negligence.

The question which the investigator resolves

IS where the casualty might have been prevented through the
exercise of ordinary care, caution, and maritime skills.

-
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In the end, the determination of evident negligence must be
based upon a reasoned exercise of deliberate judgment, not
upon an artificial listing of possible elements.
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7. THE RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations should be based upon the findings of fact and flow
logically from the conclusions.
dations must be avoided.
easily understood.

Unsupported and non-pertinent recommen

Recommendations should be clear, simple, and

To be helpful and informative, recommendations should

generally be limited to such remedial action as is indicated in the par
ticular case.

The individual casualty investigation may disclose, among

other things, a specific material or personnel fault, a specific instance
where applicable regulations are not sufficient, or a lack of experience
on the part of a specific individual.
action are proper in such instances.

Specific recommendations for remedial
To make further development of

effective recommendations, investigative personnel are encouraged to consult
with district and Headquarters level program managers prior to finalizing
recommendations regarding broad problem areas.

Broad recommendations that

go beyond the casualty reported or that are not connected with the casualty
cannot be approved.

In those cases where all possible action has already

been taken, the recommendation should be that no further action be taken
and that the case be closed.
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8.

FORMAL INVESTIGATIONS

The primary considerations which lead to a decision to hold a formal
investigation are:-

a.

Whether it is likely to throw additional light on the cause of the
casualty which is not clear from the preliminary inquiry.

b.

Whether it is likely that by establishing the circumstances of the
casualty publicly, the resultant publicity will prevent a recurrence
of similar casualties and thereby secure additional safety of life
at sea.

c.

Whether, if the casualty is one involving heavy loss of life, or is
one which has attracted considerable public attention for some other
reason, a public inquiry would restore public confidence.

d.

Whether it is indicated by the preliminary inquiry that there has
been default or negligence on the part of the master or officers and
that disciplinary action is desirable.

Consideration (d) above is a very important matter affecting safety.

An

officer who causes a casualty through exceptional negligence, recklessness
or gross inefficiency is a potential danger at sea and his public dis
ciplining can not only contribute to general safety but also serve as a
useful deterrent to others.

As a rule, a formal investigation is not ordered until the findings and
conclusions of a preliminary inquiry have been carefully considered in the
light of these criteria.

In certain exceptionally serious casualties.

- 64 on the other hand, which ha«a =.
wide public concern, the Minister
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9. THE

INTERNATIONAL

OBLIGATIONS

AND TECHNICAL REPORTS TO I.M.O.

The coastal states have an international obligation to issue the tech
nical reports for all accidents and marine casualties occurred in the
territorial waters, specially those resulting total loss

or loss of

life, and notify the IMO by these reports.

In fact the Maritime Safety Committee (IMO) suffers from shortage of
information concerning marine casualties.

This fact has appeared in the

annual report for analysis of serious casualties to tankers of 6000 GRT
and over.

In the report No. MSC 52/18, of 1.11.1985, concerning investi

gation into serious casualties, during the period from July 1978 until
31 December 1984, the total number of reports requested from administra
tions was 868,

out of this number 372 reports have been received while

496 reports are still outstanding, which means 57% of total number of
reports.

The main causes of delaying reports are:1.

Shortage of information about the accident.

2.

Shortage of marine personnel in the field of marine casualty
investigation.

It is necessary for all the coastal states to provide IMO with the
technical reports to help the organization in making the essential
analysis report in order to discover the weak points leading to the
accidents in general, hence to issue the international recommendations,
to improve the safety at sea and decrease the number of accidents.

-
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The IMO has establicha/j ,

'"sporting system since July 1973
In the fiftysecond session of the MaHti^e Safety Co«ittee It has adopted the amended
anne Casoaity «epon f„™
e casualties.

^
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log loss Of

t»

,,,

,eas.

Of not less than 500 GRT involv

The information to complete
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The report of

2.

The report of

a court Of Board Of formal Investigation, o,

ion carried out by the Administ>"ation, or
3.

The report of
'"vestigation carried out by
the Administn

The summary of IMO
P>"ovisions concerning accident in, .
a^
investigation
reads
follows:-

A.

International Convention on Load Lines, 1966,
1-

2.

a..

,+i
’ ''nt. 23, Casualtyies •
Directs each Administration to conduct an •
^
casiiaUw
investigation of any
sualty to any ship for which it is re«tn
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subject to this Convention when such an ■!
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.
'^I'^stigation may
in Improving the Convention.

The findings of such investigations shall b
without disclosing the identity or natin

nished
Of the sP'P

and
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vnthout disclosing the responsibility of any ship or person.

B.

Resolution A. 173 (November 28, 1968).

Participation in Official

Inquiries into Maritime Casualties.
1.

Intent is to ensure that countries with substantial interest
in maritime casualties are permitted to be represented at the
inquiries, and to encourage international unified investigation
practices.

2.

Recommends that the country conducting the inquiry shall, subject
to national rules, allow a representative of a country with
substantial interest to attend and participate in the inquiry.

3.

This recommendation does not apply to any preliminary or informal
inquiry.

C.

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1974
Chapter I, Regulation 21 - Casualties.
1.

Directs each Administration - to ensure that countries with subs
tantial interest in maritime casualties are permitted to be repre
sented at the inquiries, and to encourage international unified
investigation practices.

2.

Recommends that the country conducting the inquiry shall, subject
to national rules, allow a representative of a country with
substantial interest to attend and participate in the inquiry.

D.

Resolution A. 322 (November 12, 1975) The Conduct of Investigations
into Casualties.

-

1.
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CHAPTER

III

THE MAIN POINTS, GUIDELINES

WITH CHECK

LIST FOR MARINE CASUALTY INVESTIGATION
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General:
the

Some casualties are the result of single cause, but most of them

to
In o d 6 ^

combination of factors, conditions, and contributing causes.

ob-

make a full evaluation of the case, the investigator must necessar i 1 y
tain sufficient information to reconstruct all of the pertinent eve nts
leading up to the casualty.

The checklists give the investigator

good room to obtain all the information relating to the casualtypart we present checklists for two of the most common casualties

very
this

m
vihiich

are*-

- Collision, and
- Grounding.

1.

Collisions:
1.1 Faults:
faiil'*'*

at

In most cases when a collision occurs, one or both vessels are

omeIn most instances there is a violation of the Rules of the Read , 5
f one
times deliberate - but more often because the commanding oft’’^®'^
the
to
vessel merely disregards the rules in consequence of a guess
se
intention of the other. To determine if this is a factor in ^ c3
^ga'
under investigation, it is often advantageous to ask the wit^e^^
sons behind certain actions and maneuvers. Particularly if
does not appear to be logical or appears to be in conflict vji'*''^
would be considered prudent under the circumstances
The inevitable question that arises is why
collisions and groundings occur?

The answer to

be that the causes of many such casualties are
or failure to observe certain basic principig^
measures.

^vjch hiqh

I^

this questiof^

to

ca^

humah

^nd apply the pe

n't
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The following two principal factors would seem to be the main causes
for collision and groundings:
a.

Failure to keep a good look out.

b.

Weaknesses in bridge organisation.

Also in the case of restricted visibility:

.

a.

The high speed of the vessel.

b.

Lack of information obtained from radar.

Diagrams
When investigating a collision case, the use of plotting diagrams is
highly desirable.

Plotting diagrams made on the ship should be tho

roughly gone through with the competent officer in command.

Further

more, the competent officer in charge should be required to make a
diagram showing the relative positions of the two vessels at the time
they began navigating with respect to each other.

This should be

followed by similar diagrams at other important points in the witness's
testimony.

Each diagram should have an explicit heading,

for example:

"Relative positions of the two vessels when I sounded the first one
blast signal" or "Relative positions of the two vessels when I ordered
back full", etc.

The final diagram by navigation witnesses should show

the two vessels at the time of impact.

Date:
Port:

Type of Casualty:

Position:

.

1

2.

Official number and/or identification signal

3.

Charterer/ship owner.

4.

When and Where built.

5.
6.

date » Place (Certificate of Inspection
When and where last dry docked.

7.
«ntrol^«"' certificates and other

.

8

Logs (official, engine room, oil, working hours)

9.

Type of vessel

10.

Length, depth, breadth

11.

Gi^oss tonnage

12.

Wet tonnage

13.

Deadweight (carrying capacity)

14.

Type of engine

15.

Engine power (EHK)

16.

Normal full speed

17.

Hold cargo

18,

Deck cargo

19.

Ballast
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B.

CREW DATA

1.

Number and composition of crew, crew list.

2.

Decision on minimum crew, training, qualifications

3.

Active duty/relief system.

4.

Safety committe and its composition; where appropriate
"Safety Officer".

5.

General state of health of crew, any necessary inoculations,
prevalent infectious diseases (common colds, gastric
catarrhs or similar).

6.

Drinking water on board, evaporated or taken from land,
perishable provisions.

7.

Great working load, last port of call, consumption of
alcohol.

8.

State of health specifically for those involved in the
casualty, medical certificate, issued by whom, particularly
with regard to faculty of vision and hearing, sense of
colour, (if possible scotopic vision, perception, noise
level injury, coordination ability, etc. should be ascer
tained) .

9.

Fatigue, stress factors, seasickness, insomnia, taking of
medicines.

10.

Working hours before casualty and during the preceding
twenty-four hours/week.

11.

Poisonings; alcohol, narcotics, work with or near chemical
products and solvents and similar.

12.

Mental disturbances, social adjustment, any personal prob
lems, former diseases and/or accidents.

13.

Design of place of work from an ergonomical aspect.
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3.

2.

Loran

3.

Omega
Decca Navigator

5.

Decca-writer, maneuver plotter

6.

Satellite navigation equipment.
"avigation

8.

RDF

9«

Sounding Machine

10.

Echo Sound
(Sounding diagram to be gone

11.

Log, docking log.

12.

Whistle

13.

Running lights

14.

Signal figures

15.

Compasses (magnetic, qyro v.
ay^o, repeaters)

16.

Course recorder, maneuver recorder

17.

Steering device

18.

Rudder Indicator.

19.

Turn Speed Indicator.

20.

Auto Pilot, Computer Steering

21.

Tachometer.

22.

Charts in use
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23.

Sailing descriptions, local maritime traffic instructions,
instructions regarding separating of traffic, etc.

24.

NTM or UFS

25.

Shipping company instructions.

26.

Standing orders and night orders.

27.

Ship's bell, central bell, any possible notebook over
time comparisons between deck and engine room.

28.

Chronometers and chronometer log.

29.

Log books:
a.

Ship's log.

b.

Engine room log.

c.

Combined ship and engine room log.

d.

Other notes.

e.

Oil record book.

30.

Bridge to engine room signal system.

31.

Steering gear
a.

Manual steering.

b.

Auto Pilot (Magnetic or Gyro Compass)

B.

SPEED AND MANEUVRING DATA

1.

Type and horsepower of engine(s)

2.

Vessel speed vs. RPM

3.

Vessel speed vs. engine order telegraph setting

4.

Time required by engine room to comply with engine
orders at normal headway on open sea and at standby

5.

Time needed at different speeds from ordered maneuver
to stop and corresponding stopping distances.

6.

Different turning diameters, maneuver diagrams.
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C.

ADDITIONAL DATA

The following additional data may be necessary to complete the o
before.

1.

Type of reversing gear on reciprocating engine.

2.

If the vessel is turbine driven - Vacuum in Pa.

3.

Type of main boilers and steam pressure.

4.

Screws (numbers, type, diameter, pitch, blades, slip)

5.

Steering propeller, fore and/or aft.

D.

COMPASS DATA

1.

Gyro compass.

2.

Magnetic compass.

3.

True course.

4.

Compass Course.

5.

Last determination of deviation.

6.

Last course control.

E.

RADIO BEARINGS

1.

Last determination of radio deviation.

2.

Type of radio bearings.

3.

Frequencies.

F.

PERSONNEL DATA

All navigation witnesses should be questioned as
they had been at the helm,
watch or up

(Pascal)

long

on the look out or otherwise on

and about, prior to the casualty.
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G.

"X" =

INFORMATION AT POINT "X"
(With sketches, if possible)

The point at which the vessel starts navigating with
respect to the other vessel.

1.

Tide and current.

2.

Course and speed with indication of time.

3.

a.

Through the water.

b.

Over the ground.

Miscalculation of course.
a.

Deviation (gyro failure)

b.

Delineation.

c.

Leeway.

4.

Distance and bearing to the other vessel (how these indica
tions have been determined).

5.

Situation (meeting, crossing, overtaking or special
circumstances).

6.

a.

How determined.

b.

Navigation lights, signal figure.

c.

Angle between the courses of the two vessels.

Rules of the Road applied.

H.

INFORMATION FROM POINT "X" TO COLLISION
(With sketches, if possible)

1.

Speed (through water) with times of change.

2.

True courses steered with times of change.

3.

Bearings and radio locations of the other vessel with
times taken and indications as to how the bearings have
been determined (radar, gyro, repeater, pelorus, etc.)
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4.

Distance to the other vessel with times and indications
as to how the distance has been determined (radar,
estimate, etc.)

5.

Whistle or other signals with times.

.

6

7.
.

a.

Given

b.

Observed

c.

Lifeboad and fire alarm.

Other steps taken to avoid or minimize effect of collision.
a.

As for instance precipitated use of anchors.

b.

Switching over from auto-pilot to manual steering.

Changes in visibility, wind and current, if pertinent
with time indications.

8

Changes in navigation lights and signal figures displayed.

9.

Personnel changes of watch with:
a.

Times.

b.

Licenses or certificates held.

I.

1.

2.

RADAR

Type of radar.
a.

Year and make.

b.

Size of scope, performance.

c.

Frequencies.

d.

Range scales.

e.

Anti-collision systems.

Operating condition.
a.

Radar started and arranged by .......................................

b.

In use since ..................................
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c.

Stand by sinc6,

d.

Radar picture good. bad. or middling.

3.

Extent of sea return on each range scale.

4.

Plotting:
a.

"Overlay".

b.

Plotting paper.

c.

Other method, i e
plotter.

ant-i
• •
anti-collision system with

Qualifications of operator,
a-

Other duties of operator.

6.

Orientation of working method, true or relative plotting

7.

Last serviced.

8.

Instructions for operating,
a.

Manufacturer,

b*

Vessel.

c.

Bearing mistakes, blind sectors.

J.

DATA AT COLLISION

Speed of vessels at impact.
a.

Own vessel.

b.

Other vessel.

Mutual position of vessels at impact (with sketch)
a*

Collision area of own vessel,

b*

Collision area of other vessel,

c-

Angle at impact between vessels.

Damages:
a.

Own vessel.
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b.

Other vessel.

K.

.

1

.

2

3.

4.

5.

.

6

7.

EVENTS AFTER COLLISION

Movement of vessel after impact.
a.

Actions taken to give aid to own vessel.

b.

Actions taken to give aid to other vessel.

c.

Assistance needed or rendered.

Secondary casualties:
a.

Fire.

b.

Explosions.

c.

Capsizing, listing, leak, foundering.

d.

Others.

Signals:
a.

Distress signal from own vessel.

b.

Distress signal from other vessel.

c.

Abandon own ship.

d.

Abandon other ship.

Lifesaving equipment:
a.

Used.

b.

Effectiveness

Firefighting equipment:
a.

Used.

b.

Effectiveness.

Crew and passangers:
a.

Conduct.

b.

Actions.

Ai r temperature.

Water temperature
(If person has gone over board)
Material and equipment faults.

WORLD TOTAL LOSSES 1974 / 1984
BY

NATURE OF CASUALTY

STRANDING

COLLISION

FIRESEXPLO

WORLD TOTAL LOSSES 1974 / 1984
BY

NATURE OF CASUALTY

STRANDING

COLLISION

Uiiuill
FIRESEXPLO

Source of data:

Shipping Statistics, November 1985
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A.

Common Cause?;:
The following features have been
•noticeable

groundings

3s a cause of

The failure to pre-plan a track.
2-

The failure to check position r
planned track is n,ai„tai„ed.

i-a11ate action r
off it.
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‘P Pfoss Check fi
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vk

''/hen visual fixing ns

possible.

he failure - as a matter of standard i

organize ti 0

to ensure that an important navi
independently by another

*^’ecision is checks

The failure to observe the Prh

“CfiO SOUnH

and regularly when makino a i

display carefi^^^-^

y « 'andfaii
waters.
8,

t
'^^''igating in

The failure to check meticulously
light when it is first observed i

^^®'"®oteristics ot

doubt, that it is the relevant i*

insure, with*®
9ht ^

9.

The failure to ensure that when
'""''Pot Noti
ces to

i n^ rs
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and radio navigational warnings have been received, the charts
concerned are corrected promptly.

B.

Coastal Waters:
In coastal waters the most common causes are undue reliance on buoys
to the exclusion of other means of checking position, bank suction
and bank cushion effect, depth of water less than anticipated due to
abnormally low water or tides or silting.

Some groundings can only

be ascribed to deliberate risktaking.

C.

Vessel Stresses:
Grounding of all kinds subject a vessel to unusual stresses, in spite
of the absence of visible damage.

The investigating officer, in

addition to determining the cause, must be alert to any indications
that the vessel's seaworthiness may have been adversely affected by
the grounding.
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21.
.

22
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Tachometer
Charts in use.

23.

Sailing descriptions, local maritime traffic instruc
tions, instructions reg. separation of traffic, etc.

24.

NTM or UFS

25.

Shipping company instructions.

26.

Standing orders and night orders.

27.

Ship's bell, central bell, any possible notebook over
time comparisons between deck and engine-room.

28.

Chronometers and chronometer log.

29.

Log books:
a.

Ship's log.

b.

Engine-room log

c.

Combined ship and engine-room log.

d.

Other notes.

e.

Oil record book.

30.

Bridge to engine room signal system.

31.

Steering gear:
a.

Manual steering.

b.

Auto pilot (magnetic or gyro compass).

B.

1.

2.

EVENTS LEADING UP TO GROUNDING (IN OPEN WATERS)

Last position or fix:
a.

Time.

b.

Subsequent positions obtained by Omega, Loran,
Decca, optical bearings, radio bearings, satel
lite navigation or dead count.

Courses and speeds from last position:
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Times of changes.
Depth margins, squat effect at used speeds.
Visibility.
Sea conditions.
Tide and current.
Wind:
Direction.
Force.
Observations at aid to navigation,
a-

Seen or heard.

Personnel on watch.
3-

Deck (master, mates, pilot, lookouts, etc.)

Standby conditions.
Traffic in the proximity.
Equipment failures.
Anchor(s) used.
Difounding:
a*

Time.

b-

Position (how determined)

c-

Depth (stage of tide)

d.

Channel (width and depth).

-

a.

Times of changes.

b.

Margins for set and drift.

c.

Planned depth margin, squat effect at used speeds.

3.

Visibility.

4.

Wind from last position:

5.

a.

Direction.

b.

Force.

Sea conditions from last position:

.

a.

Swells (amount and direction).

b.

Current and tide.

Observations at aid to navigation,

6

a.

Seen or heard.

7.

Equipment failures.

.

Personnel on watch:

8

9.

a.

Deck (master, mates, pilot, lookouts, etc.)

b.

Engine-room.

Grounding:
a.

Time.

b.

Position (how determined)

d.

Depth.

C.

1.

2.
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EVENTS LEADING UP TO GROUNDING (INSIDE THE ISLANDS)

Last position(s):
a.

How determined.

b.

Times.

Courses and speeds:
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3.

AssistancG rendered

4.

Length of time aground.

5.

Soundings of compartments.

6.

7.

Extent of damage to vessel
*"^561 and cargo
Temporary repairs.

8.

Temperature of water.

9.

Lifesaving equipment used.

10.

Actions.

11.

Survivor's recoimienoat^(,„j_

SOURCES OF INFORMATION:

*

'
Navigation Casualty Report Scheme No

72-81
15

’

Tanker Casualty Data Exchange SchemeRo ’
"International Chamber of Shippi„g„,

’

'
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CHAPTER

IV

THE INQUIRY AND INVESTIGATION SYSTEM
IN EGYPT

- 91 The Inquiry and Tnwoct^Me

..
According to
and Reoul^^tinnc

Introduction;
When a ship sails it m,
ca.u,u ■
Senerally be subjected to a maritime
casualty
the following seas:1*1

In the boundaries of th
..
® 9eographical region for a port from
the State's ports.

1-2 Outside the geoaranh.-

i
ea

region but inside the territorial

waters of the state.
1•3

Oitside the territorial
waters of the state, including cases which result of
the damages which

occurred in the ship or the group of ships

reach to:
The terntoHal waters of the state,
shores of the state.
Also, such as the da
^
’’’ages which are resulted from the pollution
by the wreckage Of thp h.
,
°t the ships or a collisiiion occurred between
Two ships.
"^he laws and rules
+
^ .,
acted by the Egyptian legislator have been
uthorized which concern Hof
• •
oetermimng the persons who have the powei
PorforiB inquiry .„a .
.
no determining the authorities which are res
ponsible for oerf
orming the preliminary investigations, and what tc
do in such events
w*
^
• With the course of time the laws and regulatic
issued which have become firmly deep-rooted and which
determine tho a/^m< • ^
“‘^ministration manner by which it proceeds in the

- 92 different accidents in accordance with circumstances of each of
them.

The accidents which occur in the maritime field, because

of their characteristics and the manner by which they occur, are
hardly of the same kind and there is rarely any similarity between
two of them.

As it is said "maritime accidents are like finger

prints which are seldom similar".
What concerns us here 1s that who are the persons who are deter
mined by the law to perform the duties of:-

2.1

The initial inquiry.

2.2

Determining the manner by which the accident occurs and the
reasons which led to it and whether there was a technical

mistake.
2.3

Submitting the person who is confirmed to be responsible for
the mistake to the competent authorities (disciplinary coun-

. + court;,
^ cn
a punishment on
cils, the competent
so as
as to
uu inflict
>
4

him.
2.4

Issuance of the recommendations which guarantee the prevention
of occurrence or repetition of such accident in the future.

Concerning some maritime accidents and maritime casualties, the law
states that these accidents must be represented to the competent
courts in the field of jurisdiction in which the accident occurred,

namely:3.1

If the accident caused losses of lives.

3.2

If the accident led to occurrence of severe damages.

- 93 3.3 If the accident

sd damages or harm

3.4 If the accident

4.

in state

properties,

sed excitation of the public opinion.

The laws and the rule?

u

hich are enacted by the legislator dete
r IN I •
the persons who have the authority to perform the Inquiry, inspec
tion and expressing their opinion in the different stages of progress of the procedurp? irv ••■u

es in the accident.

These persons can be classi

fied as follows:-

4.1 A representative fmm

the competent authorities in accordance
with the requirements of their profession.

'••2 Experts of Ministry of Justice:
Those who are appointed in the office of experts of
Ministry of Justice.
who are enlisted in the register of experts which
belongs to the competent court.
^•3

Independent experts.

5.

dealing with the different stages of the accidents are as
fol1ows:3.1

Initial inquiry.
'’ling a Committee with a view to study the accident and to
sue the ultimate report regarding the technical mistakes which
occurred and to determine the person who caused them.
Submitting the person who caused the accident to the
competent court or to the investigation councils.
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Determining an expert from office of experts of Ministry of
Justice, or an expert from the experts of the table, or to
mandate an expert who is distinguished by his efficiency so
as to present an ultimate report about the accident.

(The judge might resort to the article number 5.4 in some cases,
or he might enforce the report of the committee in accordance with
the article number 5.2).

The Maritime Surveyors
6.1

Exofficio Experts:
a.

Law No. 79 of the year 1961 concerning the maritime casual
ties and maritime wreckage (79/61) in the fifth

article

about the agents of the Ports and Lighthouses Administration
(P. & L.H.A.) indicates that when a maritime casualty occurs
at any place in the Egyptian territorial waters, they should
immediately go to the scene of the accident and take the
necessary procedures to save the lives.

They also

take the necessary measures to prevent prevalence of the
danger.

The term danger here means the danger which may

afflict the ship or the territorial waters or the shores
such as harms of pollution after grounding of the ship, or
collision of two ships.

The law also determines the procedures

which must be taken by the r^Dinesaitativeof the administration
(we shall explain it completely in page No.
b.

).

Law No. 97 of the year 1960 (3), regarding safety of the
ships in the article (18), determines the administration
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which has the right to ascertain safety of the ships,
inspect them, and make sure that these ships
seaworthy.

are

The representative of this administration

(Ports and Lighthouses Administration) is as well enf
:itled

by the law to proceed with the judicial arrest, -jf he finds
it necessary

The decision of the President of the Republic No- T2 of the
year 1968 (7) regarding prevention of pollution of sea
waters by oil determines the authorities which have direct
right to take the suitable procedures.

They also have been

granted the right of the Judicial arrest in case of occur
rence of an accident of pollution by oil.

These authorities

are as follows:1-

Port's administration, and

ii.

Representatives of the Port

Port officers.
Adminisand Lighthouses ^

tration.

Further the article No. 22 from th
.
-mned
the above mentioneo
determines the procedures to bP r, ^
,„thorities
Perfotned by the
who have the power of
iudir-i
n^ocedures
judicial arrest. These
are as follows:111

Control the crimes which

Offend against this

law, a

these crimes are as follows;
Discharge of oils and oiu

.

”' ly mixtures i
Breach of requirementti

^
Of
national conventions whs u
sea

waters by oil ann

th« sea
in1

the consecuti
iiutio" ^
concern

. dischaH
P^^evention of
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of oils and oily mixtures in accordance with the
international convention concerning pollution in the
sea, or non-adherence to the Oil Record Books.
iv.

Going on board the ships and performaing the necessary
inspection and a complete survey.

V.

Acquiring knowledge about the Oil Records and the
ship's documents.

vi.

Performing the necessary inquiry, writing a minute
about the breach and submitting it to the competent
authorities.

The specification will be held by the

court having jusrisdiction in the nearest port of
the accident location.
d.

Law No. 167 of the year 1960 concerning the security system
and discipline on the ships as determined in the article
No. (6, 7) defines the authority in charge of performing the
investigation into the accident as the Ports and Lighthouses
Administration.

The same law determines as well the

Technical Committee which is concerned with hearing and
investigating the technical mistake, the person who is
responsible for this mistake, and the manner of disposition
in the ultimate decision and manner of lodging a complaint
against decision of the Committee.
with more details in page No.
e.

(This will be explained

).

It is apparent from the above mentioned that the numerous
laws have determined the authorities who are responsible for
performing procedures of investigation in the maritime
accidents and casualties (stranding, collision, explosion.
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a r

4. L

®

accidents.

These

ties are as follows:i.

ort and Lighthouses Administration.

Safety Admi-

"-tration. (Maritime Inspection,
The maritime surveyors who are appointed in
the

Administration.
li,

Representative of

a

Authority, Harbourma;jster or
the person who represents him,
f.

The Ports and Lighthou«;pc
scientific qualifications

■ .

Administration determines the
ahh

end experiences v;hich a re re— cAjdcriences v;hic

quired for thp
Ann«,-.a.___
the appointments
a.

r
ments as maritime surveyors, mar
time experts or enqineer<; -in .
9 eers m accordance v/ith internal
regulations.

These qualifications are as followsi-

’■

tertificate. (Deck Maritime Surve-

yors)
n-

Engineering B. Sc. certif-iv=+

certificate (Maritime Engineers

Experts)
ill.

Chief Engineer certificate.

^ei'ts of the Ministry of Justirp.
In some maritime accidents and casualties, we may see that th
Administration in accordance with what is reported by the num
fous laws concerning

maritime

accidents and casualties,

presents the person who is responsible or being

found

to b<

the person who committedthe mistake which led to the occurrem
of the accident to the trial in front of the competent court
Vhichisa court of summary justice. This is through assigning

—
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the papers of the accident to the public prosecution which
assigns them to the jurisdiction.
Introduction:
The system

of

Egyptian jurisdiction is based upon the

presence of one judge in the court of the first instance
(court of first class).
system of jurors.

This system does not follow the

In this system the judge needs experts

who can clarify the technical reasons of the different acci
dents and explain the reasons of their occurrence, how they
took place, the persons who caused their occurrence, and
whether it was possible to avoid them.

So on revievnng the

accident the court has to:
a.

Be satisfied by the report of the Committee which has been
previously formed in the Administration.

b.

Give an order to mandate an expert.

In case of emergency the court has either to judge to mandate
one or three experts, or to give an order to form a Technical
Committee.

The law number 25 of the year 1968 (6) regarding

issuance of confirmation law in the civil and commercial
articles, the eighth chapter, articles

135 to 139, determined

the procedures which must be taken by the court concerning man
dating the experts, and the most important of these procedures
are as follows:a.

Determining an accurate statement about the expert's
mission and the urgent measures which he is entitled to
make.

- 99 b.

Fixing the time to deoo^it
aeposit

Consequently, we find that
mandated by the court u
the court in this topic

the expert's report.

fh
• •
5 th6 mission of the expert who

^

completely limited by the decision of
Ua

He has neither the right to increase

nor to decrease the order tn wh,*
u •
°er to which he is directed. This is
by comparison with the Technical Committee which is formed by
ponsible management in accordance with the law No. (^)»
b has the freedom to progress the investigation in all
trends end to issue tho

^commendations which recognizes them
3>'y- We find that In the articles 147/148 from the law

No. (6), the expert is given the right to:a.

Summon the parti,
a
s who are concerned with the accident and
to receive their statement.
the witnesses (provided that he does not ask them to
oath except when the court gives a permission to
)» article number 148 from the law number (6).
knowledge of the necessary records, documents and
papers.

d.

Perform inspection if it is possible.

oreover, the law number (6)

necessitates that

p esent the report at a fixed time.

the expert must

The expert's work is consi-

ered to be very important for which he must be highly qualifi6d»
both scientifically and practically, as to evaluation of the
accident and writing the relevant report.

Historical Background of the Experts:
The experience in Egypt passed through different stages and

-
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started in spite of the fact that it had no law to organize
it till the law number 1 of the year 1909 was issued.

This

law determined the experts who were acceptable to the courts
at that time.

Most of these experts did not have the necessary

technical qualifications for the missions to which they were
directed.

Later on the law number 75 of the year 1933 was

issued and provided that those who are listed

in the table

of the experts must have a diploma which indicates that they
have the technical qualifications necessary for the section in
which they want to list

their names.

higher qualifications for the experts.

This law did not provide
So the section of experts

remained as such without adapting themselves to the rest of the
authorities that the law provided.
Afterward, the system of the official (appointed) experts was
tried in 1934 by a section of those who

held

university

certificates and qualifications. This system was successful and it
was established

in all courts and in 1934 an Administration

was established for the experts so as to guarantee good guidance
and instruction.

The administration would be the authority from

which all experts in all courts ask arbitration.

Some time later, the decree was issued by the law number 96 of
the year 1952 which organized the experience in front of the
authorities of jurisdiction (8), and determined the experts
as follows:a.

Official (Appointed) Experts in the Experts' Office
which belongs to Ministry of Justice.

-
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appointed Experts in the Experts' Office, v;hose names
isted in a special table in each court which is used
in case of emergency against fixed fees.

The general administration of experts in Ministry of Justice
performs inspection and censorship over reports of the
ports is supposed to issue many reports, leaflets, and cir
cular letters which aim toward
cilitating the mission of the experts in their work •
b.

Unifying the legal opinions of the experts, by clarifying
some of the legal points which imply confusion.
addition to this, the administration is also supposed to

give the experts some kind of guarantee so that they perform
their missions with a higher degree of efficiency.

As you might have noticed from the circular letters, there have
repeatedly been allusions to the ideal method and style of writing
the ultimate reports and inquiry minutes.

Further, recommendations contained in the circular letter for maritime
surveyors are few because of the fact that maritime cases
which

heard by the courts are few (compared to other

cases such as civil

and criminal).

These maritime

cases are always heard in the court of the ports, such as Port
of Alexandria, Port Said, and Suez.

-
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Qualifications of the Experts:
The law number 96 of the year 1952 regarding organizing the
experience in front of authorities of jurisdiction (8), article
(17), determined qualifications of experts to be appointed in
the Experts' Office of the Ministry of Justice or to be enrolled
in the table of experts as follows:a.

To be of Egyptian nationality and have the
capacity

b.

To have obtained the higher scientific degree (Bachelor,
license).
(As to the maritime surveyors, they must have F.G. Master
or Senior Engineer's certificate (First Engineer).

c.

The law has determined some other administrative certifi
cates as wel1.

d.

It is not permitted to appoint somebody in the position of
an expert before ensuring his efficiency and fitness to
perform the work to which he will be directed.
it is a common practice

Therefore,

to hold a previous test for those

who apply to occupy these vacancies so as to ascertain their
fitness in the field

of

maritime surveyors.

If the num

ber of applicants are few and they mostly request to be
enlisted in the experts register - and not appointed - so
they are requested to present a certificate which identifies
their previous experience in the different fields.
certificate is considered an essential condition
in the experts' table.

This
to enroll

- 103 Marine Surveyors:
With respect to sensitivity, the maritime cases v/hich are submitted
the courts are very few (compared with the other cases such as civi
or criminal).

Yet, these cases are of special nature bearing i^

the heavy financial considerations which may amount to many mili’’®'^^
of pounds, possible loss of life, and the damages which occur to the
In case

ship, the shores, the territorial waters and State properties-

of damage to shore lines, such as pollution damage, there may
national implications of the accident involving considerable damages
A b1 from
For example, an accident of collision between two ships (A ana
(^)
two different countries in the territorial waters of a third country

which causes pollution damages on the shores of a fourth country
*1 y' ^

h T 9^

Such accident should be followed by long procedures which requi
experience in analyzing the accident and giving a decisive
However, as was previously mentioned, the number of marine surveyors
who are enlisted in the tables are few but they have capabi ^
Most of them belong to the courts of the port of Suez, Alexandria and
Port Said, and finally port of Damietta, the activities of whic^^
started in 1985.
7.1 Qualifications of the Marine Surveyors:
a.

(F.6.) Master certificate / First Engineer certificate-

b.

Experience certificate which clarifies the previous work

c.

that the surveyor has performed on the ship.
A certificate which indicates that he performed previ®
experience work in the field of the maritime survsy®

d.

To be of Egyptian nationality and have full civil
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capacity relating thereto.
e.

Not to have been found guilty of any criminal offense.

The surveyor submits these documents to the General Insurance
Authority which is responsible for censorship over all insurance
activities in Egypt.

In this authority a committee is enlisted

each six months which examines the documents and then issues a
report which indicates acceptance or refusal of the person who
has applied for the work as a surveyor.
ments

Afterwards all the docu

will be submitted to the court in v/hich the surveyor

desires to work.

If he is accepted his name will be enlisted

in the table of

surveyors

in case of emergency.

whose assistance will be required

In this case the surveyor is not consi

dered as appointed but he may be mandated by the court to express
his opinion in a maritime accident in accordance with the decision
of the court.

7.2

Independent Surveyors:
Some experts perhaps prefer to construct a private service office
for

maritime

work

to perform the following private services:

a.

Present consultations to the owners of the ships.

b.

Inspect the goods.

c.

Participate in works of arbitration between owners of the
ships and owners of the goods.

In this case it is not provided that the surveyor must be
enlisted in the experts'table which belongs to one of the
courts, but he must obtain

permission from the General Insu

rance Authority which entitles him to practice the occupation.
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Further, on presenting some cases to the disciplinary council,
P

ence of a person from the commercial navy whose degree

IS not less than the degree of the accused is provided.

^

cases, the Independent Surveyors usually perform this
mission.

With their considerable knowledge about the legal

aspects, they might as well be mandated to the cases which are
9

wth the courts, by a verdict from the court, or to a committee
may be formed by order of decision from the prosecution

as mentioned in the collision case No. 24 in 1982 in the internal
anchorage area in the harbour of Alexandria, and the decision
''^as as follows:Technical. Committee to study the accident was formed from:Vice/Manager of the Ports and Lighthouses Administration.
A pilot of Alexandria Port Authority.
A Master of one of the commercial ships.

CONCLUSION:

At the end of this chapter we come to this conclusion that the Marine Sur
veyors are classified in three groups:!•

Official Surveyors.
Ministry of Justice Surveyors.

3-

Independent Surveyors.

Ministerial Laws & Decisions
Decision of president of the United Arab Republic by the law number
167

of the year 1960 concerning the security, system and discipline

in the ships.
Decision of Minister of War number 314

of 1960 concerning discipline

of captains and individuals of the ship's crew.
A decision by the law number 97

of the year 1960 concerning safety of

the ships.
Law number 97

of the year 1961 concerning the maritime casualties and

maritime wreckage

(79/61).

Ministerial decision (Ministry of War) number 726

of the year 1962,

concerning the maritime wreckage.
The law number 25

of the year 1968, by issuance of the law of confir

mation in the civil and commercial materials.

The eighth chapter,

article 135 to 162 concerning the experience.
Decision of president of the Republic number 72

of the year 1972,

concerning prevention of contamination of sea's waters by oil.
The decree by the law number 96
the experience

of the year 1952 regarding organizing

infront of the jurisprudence authorities.

Traffic Officer in the Autho

rity.

-
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CHAPTER V

THE AUTHORITIES RESPONSIBLE

FOR

ANALYSIS OF THE MARITIME ACCIDENTS IN
EGYPT

First:

Port and Light Houses Administration

Second:

Suez Canal Authority
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The Authorities which are Responsible
s of the Maritime Accidents in Egypt
First;-

Ports and Light Houses Administration:
1.

The Historical Backgrounds:
1.1

The history of the establishment of the Ports and Light
Houses Administration (P & L.H.A.) goes back to a long
time ago.

It began to take the organized nature of the

administration as from 1880 at which time the Egyptian ports
had been developed.

Many lighthouses and maritime marks

have been constructed on the Egyptian shores in both
Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea, and Suez Gulf with a view to
increase the number of the ships which pass through the
Egyptian territorial waters.

This development took place

because the opening of the Suez Canal led to the increase
of the trade among European countries, India, and Eastern
countries of Asia.

The Headquarters is located in the harbou

of Alexandria and according to these developments it was
found necessary to establish branches to this Headquarters.
These branches are in both harbours of Suez and Port Said.
The specialization of the authority of these organizations
include:
a.

Ensuring safety

of

navigation in the Egyptian

waters.
b.

Administering the Egyptian ports:- Harbour of Alexandria.
- Harbour of Port Said.

- no -

- Harbour of Suez1.2

Moreover, from sometime ago the Administration was under
the direct control of the Egyptian Ministry of War.

1.3

The consecutive decisions which determine specializations
of the authorities were issued and the most important of
them are as follows:a.

Decision of the Minister of War, Number 3285, of
the year 1960 concerning organizing the Ports and
Light Houses Administration.

b.

Republican decision number 2062 of 1972 by chang
ing affiliation of the Port and Light Houses Admi
nistration to Ministry of Transport.

c.

Many other decisions issued to construct independent
authorities for the administration of the following
ports:

- Alexandria.
- Port Said.
- Suez and the small ports in the Red Sea and Suez
Gulf, yet all the lighthouses belong to the admi
nistration.

2.

In case of occurrence of a maritime casualty or accident,
the specialization in accordance with the law number 97 of

- Ill

the year 1960 concerning safety of the ships (articles num
her 18 and 22), and the law number 79 of the year 1961 (4)
is held for the Ports and Light Houses Administration.

The ministerial decision number 31 of the year 1983. regar
ding the general specializations for the Ports and Light
Houses Administration, determined the different sections
which control the investigation of the accidents.

These

sections are as follows;

The Foreign Ships:
In the case that a foreign ship causes occurrence of
a maritime accident (stranding, collision, pollution,
etc.) in the Egyptian territorial waters, or on the
Egyptian shores, the Public Division for the Legal
Affairs will be in charge of hearing such violation
and applies the rules and decisions which are stipu
lated in the law number 79 of the year igei which
concerns the maritime casualties and the ship's wre
ckage.

Ships Flying the Egyptian Flag:
The maritime legislations and investigations divisi®*^
which is under the General Administration for the
Maritime Inspection is concerned with hearing the mari
time accidents and casualties which occurred in the

-
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Egyptian ships either in the territorial waters in
the Egyptian ports and shores, or in the foreign
ports and shores.

The general procedure in case of occurrence of a maritime
casualty in the field of the Egyptian territorial waters
is as follows:
4.1

The law number 79/71 defined the maritime casualty
as any accident that occurs in the ships and leads
to:
a.

Wreckage of the ship, such as collision accident,
inversion, explosion, etc.

b.

Stranding and grounding.

c.

The ship being in dangerous

situation such as

fire, shifting of cargoes, etc.
4.2

Notification of the accidents and casualties:
There are stations on the Egyptian shores which observe
the Egyptian coasts and notify of the accidents or the
casualties which they perceive, particularly in the
limits of the big ports such as harbour of Port Said,
Alexandria, and Suez.
that

ships

Yet the law number 79/61 provided

which pass

through the Egyptian territo

rial waters must give a notification about any maritime
accident or casualty which is observed by the ship's

- 113 captain. The notification must be submitted to the
nearest port of the region of the accident or be sent
by wireless communication to the competent adminis
tration (Ports and Light Houses Administration in
Alexandria).
4.3

The procedures taken by the Port and Light Houses
Administration are as follows
a.

At the very moment when the representatives
(surveyors) of the Port and Light Houses
Administration know that a maritime accident
has occurred, they go to the place of the
event and take all the possible steps to
save lives. For this purpose they are entitled
to

take

procedures which they see necessary

to preserve the ship and its cargo from
individuals.
b.

Performing the primary inspection.

c.

The Master of the afflicted ship must present
a detailed report about the accident to the Ports
and Light Houses Administration.

This report

must be accompanied by the official documents
papers which concern the ship and specially
clarify what were on the ship from goods, passenQ®
and crew.

According to this report the necess^’^'^

- 114 minute will be made and the rights of the parties
who are participated in the maritime journey (crew,
passenger, owners of the goods, owners of the ship)
will be guaranteed.
d.

The Port and Light Houses Administration (the Legal
Affairs Division) performs the investigation into
the accident.

First they question the person whom

they recognize is the right one.

The inquisition

takes place after making him (her) swearing the
legal oath whether this person is a member
of the crew or

others, provided that the inves

tigation includes the following essential informa
tion:
Ship's name and descriptions.
Name of the ship's owner and lessee.
Particulars about the commodities which are
shipped on board the ship and names of their
owners.
Ports of shipping of the goods and ports
of discharge.
All procedures of the salvage which are per
formed to the ship and name of the authority
who presented the salvage in details.
Accident's reasons and the incentives which
led to it.
Anything else that may be useful to the inves
tigation.

- 115 Furthermore, minutes of the investigation will
be written in an original plus three copies.

6-

If there is a suspicion concerning the fact

that the accident (casualty)

purposely

occurred, then the Administration asks to
arrest the ship's Master and his accomplices
and they will be forwarded to the public pro
secution to be submitted to the trial.
f.

Recovery of the wreckages:
It is not permitted to extricate any maritime
wreckage from any Egyptian Port and territorial
water except by official permission from the
Port and Light Houses Administration (P. &
L.H.A.).

4.4

Procedures of investigation in the accident (casualty)

The notification of the accident will be handed
over to the Administration.
b.

The primary report by the representative of the
Port and Light Houses Administration will be pre
pared.

c.

A technical committee will be formed of three
persons who are as follows:
Master Mariner
Marine Engineering Surveyor.
Legal representative

of

the

Port

and
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The technical committee controls and takes the
procedures of investigation as mentioned in item
number 4.3 - c.
d.

The Committee issues its decision, presenting
it for the further decision to the Director
General of the Port and Light Houses Adminis
tration, who in his turn will make the suitable
decision in this concern, namely:
In case of proving a technical mistake
on the part of the Master or one of the crew's
individuals it will be presented to the public
prosecution to take the necessary procedure
to present the person who was proved to be at
fault to the trial.
In case of not proving a

technical mistake

on the part of the Master or one of the crew's
individuals, then the investigation will be
preserved.
4.5

In the event that

the ship is

flying

the Egyptian

flag (Egyptian nationality), then in accordance with
the law number 167 of 1960 the responsible person who
is proved to have committed the technical mistake
will be presented to the disciplinary council.

- 117 Disciplinary councils:
ab-

disciplinary council.
disciplinary council.

Disciplinary Council:
The disciplinary council is concerned with hearing
the technical mistake as determined by the Investiga
ting committee and defined In its decision.
Further, the decision of formation of the council
Is Issued by the Vice Director of the Port and
Light Houses Administration.

This council con-

sists of the following:

Marine officer whose rank i

s not less than

major - Chairman (Navy Offi cer)
Member from state council - Member

Member who represents the General Authority
for the Maritime Transport Affain; .

„ember

A man from the merchant naw .,k
.
“''y Whose rank is
not less than the accused - Member

—'A Lu prese
°^ncil until

son at fault to the previous cni.,>
investigation has been complete!v

y Performed
by the technical committee studvi,.
‘laying the acci<
resulting in a decisive opinion ,.u-

*^hich proved

technical mistake on the part of

the accused-

-
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Furthermore, the council is entitled to issue the
following punishments:
Preclusion from work

in

ships

for

a

period which does not exceed six months.
Delay the priority in the promotion.
Demote the accused a degree which is less than
his real degree.
Moreover, the council is not entitled to issue
the decision to inflict the punishment without
hearing the statement of the person at fault and defence.
Therefore, a date will be fixed on which the
accused attends the council to defend himself.
In case of non-attendance of the accused after
notifying him about the date,the council is
entitled to issue the decision in absenteeism.
Further, the one who is judged in absenteeism
has the right to challenge it by protesting
against the decision of the disciplinary council
and the same council hears the protest.

b.

Supreme Disciplinary Council:
The one who is judged by the Disciplinary Council
is entitled to complain about the decision.

The

act of injustice will be heard by a supreme dis
ciplinary council, the formation of which will be

- 119 issued ,n each event separately by decision of
Gsneral Manager of the Pevt

y

j

the Port and Light Houses
Administration (P & l.h A i
/ and this supreme
OT

disciplinary council consists of:

General Manager of the Port and Light Houses
Administration or his deputy . Chairman.
-

Member from state council whose degree is

not less than vice of attorney general - Memhe
Member who represents the General Authority
for the Maritime Transport and Affairs

-

Member.
-

A man from the commercial navy

of the occupa

tion of the accused whose rank is not less the
the accused

-

Member.

Further, exemption of the supreme disciplinary
council is without the exemption of the discipH'
nary council (the first one)

tu

ihe verdicts of
this council are final and it i,
p,...,nted to
rehear these verdicts only by means of petition of
rehearing.

They will only be reheard in case of

new factual evidences of papers i„
son at fault

the pe

which were not P>"esented to the

investigator of the disciplina^
^

The seaman's passport of the

counci1 .

An

accused will be sus

pended while the decision for •+
is issued by the competent coun •

cancellation

•

'

■

-
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In the event of presenting the guilty party (who is proved
to be at

fault to the public prosecution, due to the fact

that he has committed a felony or a misdemeanor
stipulated in the law number 167 of 1960, or if the acci
dent caused loss of

lives or pollution in the maritime

environment, then the prosecution perhaps give an order to
form another technical committee consisting of the maritime
surveyors or to mandate a maritime surveyor so as to declare
a

6.

technical opinion about the accident.

When the Public prosecution decides to
present

the person who is responsible for the accident

to the competent court in its circle of specialization where the
accident occurred, then the judge may be provided with the
opinions which are presented by the surveyors in the pre
vious stages, or judges to summon maritime specialized
surveyor.

From the surveyors desk at the court an opinion could

be expressed.

From the

surveyor's office in the Ministry

of Justice, a judgement could be issued to form a new
technical committee to express their opinion.

Moreover, in all the above mentioned cases, the surveyors
who are directed to express their opinions must be well
informed of the scientific and practical rules and principles
to analyse the maritime accidents.

7.

Conclusion:
From what was said under this section we come to this conclu-
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sion that all the procedures of investigation and inspection
about the accidents necessitates the existence of the men
of high experience and justice in the maritime field so as
to be reliable to execute and apply the numerous laws in this
concern with a view to know the following

7.1

Reasons of the accident and the motives which lead to
it.

7.2

Determine the responsible person or the one who caused
occurrence of the accident and present him to the trial*

7.3

Determine the damages which are resulted from the
accident.

7.4

Preserve rights of those who participated in the mari
time journey (ship's owner, passengers, crew, owners
of the goods).

7.5

Issue the recommendation which guarantee prevention
of occurrence of repetition of the accident.

7.6

In the field of

pollution accidents, there are

two motives besides the ones mentioned above and
they are as follows:a.

Covering the civil responsibility about pollution
accidents.
The person or organization responsible for
paying fine in respect of pollution.

-
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The person or organization responsible for
paying costs of the pollution damages.
b.

Enforcement of the criminal law upon the person
or organization which caused the pollution.

.7

There are two types of pollution incident investi
gations for enforcement of the law:
a.

To support the civil penalty action.

b.

To support criminal action for non-notification.

Moreover, in all cases whether in the inspection,
investigation, or disciplinary councils, the atten
dance of the individuals who are well informed of the
scientific and legal system which must be followed
in dealing with the maritime accidents is necessry.

PROCEDURES OF INVESTIGATION IN THE MARITIME CASUALTY WHICH ARE PERFORMED
BY THE PORTS AND LIGHT HOUSES ADMINISTRATION

Marine Casualty
Receiving the primary notification about the
_________
accident
“--------------------------------^
The preliminary report about
the2 t------------------accident or the primary inspec
tion which are performed by 1:he representative of the Ports
and Light H()uses Administration

r-

--- 5f
Decision of formation of the Technical Committee
to perform investigation in the accident is
issued by the Director General of the Ports
and Light Houses Administration.

tf

The Technicej1 Committee is
Captain,
formed from::
jineer,Lawyer
Marine en(

Committee' s decision is submitted to the Director
General of the Ports and Light Houses
Administration.

(Suspension or Revocation of Certificate)

124

MARITIME

CASUALTY
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Second.

1.

SUEZ CANAL AUTHORITY

Introduction:
Suez Canal Authority is considered by the authorities all over the
owrld for the peculiar and distinguished nature which it alone posses
ses since its establishment at the end of the past century-

Bearing

in mind the political situations which pertained at the time of its
establishment and the nature of those of different nationalities who
worked therein, it had its special law for supervision over navigational
movements in the Canal.

After nationalization of the Canal io 1956 it

has had the Egyptian position, in accordance with the Egypti^o legisla
tion which is enforceable until now.

2.

Passage through the navigational canals represents difficulties to
those who work on the ships and navigation companies

This is

the increase of intensity of the navigational movements at the inner
and outer edges of the canals which during the passage increases the
possibility of occurrence of accidents such as collision

stranding.

Therefore, the administrations which supervise the work in these canals
attempt to increase and promote the degree of safety of
these canals and their inner and outer areas by means of apply’"9
following points:a.

Selection of the human elements having advanced effi^i®'^^'^’
pi lots who forward the ships, as well as the human element®
administrations who ensure the safety of navigation.

b.

Reduction of human errors.

c.

Promotion of efficiency of navigational aids which are
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pilots and masters in navigating the ship through the canals.
d.

Plan the inner and outer limits of the canals and limit the
navigational routes of the ships so as to avoid stranding and
collision accidents.

3.

In addition, the administrations which supervise the work in the
canals would increase the supporting facilities which are applied
in preventing and treating the damages which result from occurrence
of accidents.

This is by finding quick and effective means of extin

guishing fires, ready availability of tugboats to tow ships in case
of stranding, and anti-pollution equipment.

4.

The revenue from fees for use of the navigational canals represents a
principal income to the country.

In a country like Egypt the revenue

of the Canal which annually amounts to about one billion U.S. dollars,
certainly represents a principal element for the national revenue of
the State.

But there is still a hard equation between the present

passage fees of ships and the extent to which increases are possible
without forcing the traffic to use other routes due to unacceptably
high

Canal charges.

The country has attempted to attract the largest

number of ships to pass through its Canal so as to increase the revenue
and this has been done through the following elements:-

a.

Increase element of safety for ships which pass through the
Canal.

b.

Fix the fees appropriate to the passage of the ships, bearing
in mind what the market will bear.
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5.

In order to increase safety elements for ships which pass throuQ
the Canal, the administration of the Canal performs the
a.

Selection of efficient personnel to administer the Canal
pilotage.

b.

Providing principal equipments which are necessary "to
the safety of passage:
Navigational Aids.
Extinguishing Equipment (Fire-fighting, boats, sal''^^
boats, etc.)
Traffic Control Systems.
accidents

c.

Utilizing experience gained from mistakes and mariTi^®
occurring in the Canal to improve safety standardage of the

6.

To utilize the maritime accidents which occur within the

^igation

ships through the Canal, it is necessary to perform the

issue

along with a complete and scientific analysi

the recom-

s so as to
mendations which concern prevention of repetition of such
,

dents.

c 31 ^ ^

The general impression when an accident occurs

durina

of a

a

ship through the Canal is that it is due directlv to sho^T'®^
in its administration and it is a kind of criticism whicP
disturb the peaceful passage of the ship through the Canal
the number of passing ships and subsequently reduce revenu®'

7.

The kind of accidents which commonly take place in the can^^^
mostly collisions and strandings.

These are due t

including the nature of the area through

ate

ns

many
pas5^‘
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which confines its ability to make the necessary manoeuvers so as
to avoid an accident.
8.

Suez Canal is considered as the biggest passage way in the world
by the number of the ships which pass through it yearly (22500
ships), types of ships, and types of cargoes.

Therefore,

the

safety elements must be to the maximum extent possible, especially
for the giant ships which pass, from petroleum carriers upto
450,000 tons in ballast or cargo carriers amounted to 300,000 tons
1aden.
9.

The transit Department in Suez Canal is concerned with collection
of data on occurrence of the accidents.

Then the Investigation

Division performs the investigation which concerns maritime acci
dents occurring within the Canal.

If it occurs in the area outside

the navigational passage way of the Canal, then it will be the
authority of the Egyptian Ports and Light Houses Administration.
There is an inquiry officer in all ports. Port Said, El-Ismailia,
and Suez, who goes to the scene immediately after occurrence of an
accident so as to collect the necessary data in accordance with a
format which is allocated to such accidents (See Appendix II).
Connected to this administration, there is a rescue team which is
always alert with a view to take the necessary procedures against
the damages which have resulted from the accidents such as fire
fighting boats in case of fire and anti-pollution equipments in
case of occurrence of oil spillage.

The Maritime Accidents in The Canals:
1.

The kinds of maritime accidents in the canals are widely varied and
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resemble those accidents which occur in the open sea.

With respect

to their occurrence inside the Canals it is the responsibility of the
Canal Administration to take all possible precautions to prevent
their occurrences. Types of accidents include:

2.

a.

Stranding

b.

Collision

c.

Fire

Stranding and Collision:
The reasons which bring about stranding and collision are diffe>^ent
from ship to ship and these reasons have been previously cla>"itied
in detail.

Yet they differ in the canals and passage ways

another sense.

Further, the difference of the canal's bottom with

the ship's hull may bring about a sudden declination of
which brings about the collision accident or the grounding which is
neither the master's nor the pilot's fault.

Analysis of the real

reasons of the accidents in the canals may be different from the
the reasons of the accidents which occur in the open sea»
possible to add another factor, namely topography of the canal 's
form.
Accordingly, if it is clarified that in a limited area of t*^® canal
ship steering or deviation of the ships courses therein

difficult,

the reason for this may be due to the inconsistency of the fonm of
the bottom with form of the ship's hull, for example
canal's administration were forced to rectify

Thenetone, the

canal's fn^m so as

to suit form of the passing ships' hulls and also their drafts-

- 130 The Transit Department in Suez Canal Authority, in cooperation with
the Research Center in the Authority, performs the studies which
concern analysis of the maritime accidents so as to prove the
effective and direct reason and find out if it is due to deviation
of the ship because of the canal's form.

The Suez Canal Authority made a questionnaire for the master of ships
which pass through the Canal so as to ask them about the most impor
tant areas in the Canal which represent a hazard against navigational
movements, likely to bring about an accident therein (collision or
stranding).
The Authority prepared a data formal showing information to be collected
during accident investigation by competent inquiry officers for the
purpose of guaranteeing collection of the greatest possible amount of
information by the right method.

We shall present some data concerning maritime accident in the Suez
Canal taken from official documents of the Canal Authority and not
previously published.

Taking into consideration that the word

"collision accident" includes any contact between two ships or
friction between a ship's body and the wharf or a buoy and not a
serous casualty, no serious casualties have occurred inside the Canal
itself.

However, in the entry to the Canal from the direction of

Port Said the collision accident of the ship named GARNET against
the ship named MOLANVENTURE occurred, which has previously been
mentioned.
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- 133 SUEZ CANAI
Shipping and goods traffic 1936-1983.

Year

i^ods traffic

^11 1 yjy 1II
tonnage
Number Net
(1,000 tons)

Year

Northbound
16,727

1936

5,877

32,379

1936

1940

2,589

13,536

1939

1945

4,206

25,065

1946

11,751

81,796

1950

1950
1955
1960
1965
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983

14,166
18,734
20,289
5,579
20,795
21,577
22,545
22,224

115,746

1955

185,322

i960

246,817

1965

50,441

1975

281,305

1980

347,356

1981

363,538

1982

378,226

1983

17,161
15,931
60,468
87,426
139,630
183,441
18,480
86,547
93,896
124,805
141,002

South^bou^
8,825
7,618

5,995
12.1''^
20,089
29,255
42,001
19,1''°
89,2^°
102,55^
106,60°
115,7°°

Source: Suez Canal Authority v

Yearly
1983. pp. 115, 11^
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SUEZ CANAL
Shipping traffic 1936 - 1983

SUEZ CANAL
Shipping traffic 1936 - 1983

Ships Numb

- 135 SUEZ

CANAL

Shipping traffic by type of vessel 1983.

- 136 Shipping traffice by type of vessel 1983. (Cont'd.)

Type

North/
South

N u m b e r
South/ Total
North

Net tonnage (1000 t.)
South/ : Total
North/
South
North

24

432

456

362

5,591

5,953

121

15

136

3,836

218

4,054

9

11

20

80

63

163

116

206

322

141

763

904

1,645

3,661

5,306

85,229

36,900

122,129

1983

11,437

10,787

22,224

201,487

176,739

378,226

1982

11,552

10,993

22,545

196,267

167,271

363,538

1981

11,163

10,414

21,577

204,029

138,327

342,356

1980

10,723

10,072

20,795

156,921

124,384

281,305

Ro/Ro
Car carriers
Passengers
Others

TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

1

Source:

Shipping Statistics Year Book 1984, p. 430.
Institute of Shipping Economics Bremen 1984.
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Locational Changes in Risk Level
The following graphics show the locational changes in risk level in the three
periods, i.e„ the period from 1976 to 1980. from 1981 to 1982 and the to
period from 1976 to 1982, and compare the risk levels in the peri°<'
to 1980 and the period from 1981 to iqqo u ,
° ^982 by location.

...................r-ri
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.Place of

Number of
nccicJents

Groundings

Number ol
transit
Number of
vessels in accidents
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S: ^
Number of Accidents and Transit Vessels
by Kind of Vessel
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Comparison of Risk Levels in Various Canals

Name of Canal

Number of
Transit Vessels

Suez Canal (1982)

22,545

174

162

Kiel Canal (1982)

64,782

265

99

Panama Canal (1982)

14,009

71

82

Average

33,778

170

114

Note:

Number of
Accidents

Length of
Canal (Km.)

These data were compiled under various systems.
Statistical comparison of these data on a compatible basis
involves considerable difficulties.

Source:

Suez Canal Authority: "Study on the Safety Improvements of
the Suez Canal - August 1985, p. 350 "

(not

published)

t?

I
I
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THE RESEARCH CENTER OF SUEZ CANAL AUTHORITY

This research center is located in El-Ismailiyia city, near the headquarters
of the Suez Canal Authority.

Persons of scientific and practical capabilities work in this center.

The center is concerned with performing research which concerns the naviga
tional passageway of the Canal.

This center includes many laboratories which

perform the studies required in this research.

Firstly:
1.

Canal's Laboratory (Towing Tank)

Completion of the research about the influence of one ship upon a
navigational passageway, on its passing through the pivot of the
passageway or far from the pivot (this is by changing speed, sec
tion, draft, etc.).

2.

A complete study about the passing of two ships at the same time
through the Canal; either each side of a submerged bank (designed
to limit the

dual

effects of the propellers underwater) or through

two passages which run either side of a natural island.

3.

Influence of tide currents upon these studies, particularly in the
southern sector of the Canal.

4.

Study of other new matters relating to navigation in the Canal.

- 142 Secondly: Seaports Laboratory

1.

The Main Basin of the Seaports:
a.

Studies about the different seaports.

These studies give priority

to Port Said and Suez, then to any other seaport on application.

b.

Studies about straits between the Mediterranean Sea and any lake
and studying the influence of the coastal currents and waves upon
the brim of the entry.

2.

Waves and Seaports Basin:

a.

Studying wave action upon the shor« i •

.-i once of the
nnes, and inf'^^®'

lateral currents in changing the fr^
^

b.

Studying the different forms of

^ influences

^'ope of the banks and
of the waves, on the shore line = ^
tudv with
’ and connecting this s^^^
an attempt to represent the wave?^ ^ the ships whlci’ pd®
.,;,ss through
the Canal and their influence unrs

c.

r the shore.

and balance

A primary study about the seaport

the forms of

sl°P®

of the bank

''n general.

Course of the Wave<;:

a.

Studying the various forms
them upon water movement.

b.

'^aves and invluenc^

Studying the different methods t
° absorb
well as the laws of refraction.

the waves

I

each of

as
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c.

Studying the breakwaters in general.

d.

Studying movement of the materials under the influence of the
waves and currents.

Thirdly:

1.

Soil Mechanics Laboratory

Studying and determining the slopes of the Canal so as to make a design
for the various sections alongside the Canal.

2.

Studying the best kinds of slopes of banks and the suitable water area
between the two banks, as well as studying the berth construction by
studying the load-bearing ability of the soil, its friction angle,
coefficient of trim and friction and quantity of waters which exist
therein.

3.

Determining the soil's tension so as to study the foundations of the
Canal's installations.

4.

Making a complete geological map of the Canal region.

5.

Cooperation with other research institutions if requested.

Fourthly:

1.

Materials Laboratory

Studying resistance of the materials used in the installation and
belong to the Canal such as the reinforced concretes, rubblestones,
tiles, woods, ropes, metallic cables, iron chains, angles and
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2.

Studying means of amelioration ann h •
and designing the various mixtures
for concrete, whether by use nf i •
Or limestone, pebbles, and normal or
reinforced cement, and whethd,,. ^
by use of fresh or salt water.

Furthermore, it might be said that tn

.

. .
above mentioned points are the
most important subjects of the roc
esearch performed by this center, but other
actors may arise to require tho
Performance of new research either for
Suez Canal Authority or for any other fn •
«"y otner foreign authority.
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Aspects of Points of Weakness in the System of Investi_£gj^l^
and Analysis of the Maritime Accidents in

Present

-------respect

th

Based on what has been explained in the previous chapter and

and Light

to the considerable responsibilities assigned by law to the
Houses Administration concerning investigation into maritime ^
the period between 15 January 1986 to 5 February 1986, the rese

^cher per-

formed many field visits to the Ports and Light Houses Admim^"'
nsihie

for

particularly in the departments and divisions which are respoo=»
maritime casualties and accidents as follows:-

1.

The Public Division for Legal Affairs
ed with

2.

Department of maritime casualties and ships' wreckage (co^o
recovery of wreckage).
inspection

3.

Maritime legislation and investigations department (Mari'L^'^^
Administration).
The Public Division for Legal Affajrs:
This Division has authority for investigatiQ^^

maritihi®

involving foreign ships.

findings

If

follows

pities

prosecu-

gation committees and refers serious viol
to the
tion.
and Ships' Wrecka

The Maritime Casualties-----

c

—^^-Sliirtment:

This department is concerned with execution
with safeguarding the ships wreckage and

p^cedd''®'
necessary

^_,,es for
(4)-
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Maritime Legislation and Investigations Department:
(The Maritime Inspectorate)
In the field of the maritime casualties and accidents this department
is concerned with the following:3.1

Performing investigation into violations which are commotted by
individual of crew members of Egyptian ships.

3.2

Performing investigation into technical mistakes which result in
the occurrence of maritime casualties.

3.3

Representing the Administration in front of the judicial autho
rities and surveyors of the Ministry of Justice.

3.4

Organizing a register of investigations and files of documents
relating thereto.

3.5

Preparing necessary procedures and forming committees of investi
gation and disciplinary councils in accordance with the require
ments of law.

3.6

Following up execution of decisions of the disciplinary council
and investigation of appeals against these decisions.

Types of Maritime Accidents and Casualties in the Competent Departments:
We can classify the maritime accidents which are lodged with the
administrations as follows:4.1

Serious Maritime Casualties:Serious maritime casualty applies to accidents which bring about

coniplete destruction of the ship to the extent of 1- •[5
into wreckage considered as a total loss, or constructive total
loss. Such casualties may also bring about serious harm to the
UtMlvciij

persons or board, whether crew or passengers.

Following are

examples of serious maritime casualtles:colllslon accident resulting to m sinking of a
Stranding accident which can not be rectified.
Explosion accident In the machinery space resultms 1"
division and sinking of the ship.
Marine Casualtipc-

Such accidents lead to the occurrence of ,

.

.arm a'X'

‘0 the Ship's hull and machinery or

,„vironmo"‘

'-"“»«-^-esea,.

n1P -

But In this

—- - - - not considered to

"

case of occurrence of harm to the

’°'-duaia’ It

is less than five persons.
Examples:

- Rectification of a str
- Performance of emerge^,
after collision accide ^

^

hip

dt,
Light Marine Accidents:
The light marine accident applies ^

^ial

standing in a ship's body against

^’"iction

maritime installation without nro

^hin nr
serious
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5.

Serious Maritime Casualties in Egypt:
The number of serious maritime casualties in the Egyptian territorial
waters is very few and during the last five years (1980-1985) there
has only been one maritime casualty, namely the sinking of the ship
GARNET in the Port Said anchorage area as a result of a collision
accident against the ship MOLANVENTURE.
On 9.12.1981 the ship GARNET collided during sailing in the outer
anchorage area of the Port Said port with the Liberian ship MOLANVENTURE.
This collision affected the machinery space of the ship GARNET caused
imbalance resulting in sinking.
Ship's title:

GARNET

Nationality:

PANAMANIAN

Type:

General Cargo

D.W.T.:

11 846

Col 1ided with:
Ship's title:

MOLANVENTURE

Nationality:

Liberian (Monrovia)

Type:

M. Tanker (Oil Chemical)

D.W.T.:

24 243

Owner:

New Providence Tanker Corp.

Date:

9.12.1981

The Accident:
During the movement of both ships in the outeranchorage area of
Port Said, the Liberian ship MOLANVENTURE deviated from its route as

- 150 a result of shuttlng-off its engines and
shutting-off brought about the collision
against the middle of the ship GARNET.

Steering gears,

3

nd this

of the bow of this ship
This accident resulted in a

big opening in the side of the ship GARNET.

From this opening, water

rapidly entered into the ship causing the ship to lose its balance
and sink in the anchorage area.

Cargo of the Ship GARNET:
This ship was carrying general cargoes, chemical substances, and a
small quantity of radiant substances.
Damages and Harm:

1.

Sinking of the ship GARNET which was considered totally

and

became wreckage.
2.

Occurrence of pollution in the maritimp ^
^ ps a result
environment as
of the leakage of the chemical substances into the sea water.

Procedure of Investigation:
1.

The ship was inspected by the competent authorities C’®''*
Light Houses Administration)
« by another actio" gcoup
from Suez Canal Authority.

2.

A Technical Committee consisting of th..

formed to
members was to

study the accident with a view to acircw.
certain;
The reasons for the accident.
Whether the Master of the ship MOLARy^f^
to collide against the ship Garnet
Responsibility for the error.

ten^®^ purposely
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3.

Technical experts who are specialized in chemicals were mandated
in order to know the extent of influence of the spread of the
chemical substances in the sea and their influence upon the fish
stocks.

4.

Experts were mandated to discover the radiant substance and to
clarify its influence.

5.

Information was obtained from documents, certificates and log
books of the ships.

6.

The statements of the captains and some individuals of crew of
both ships were heard.

Finally, the Committee concluded that there was no intention from the
Master of the ship HOLARVENTURE to collide against the ship GARNET, and
therefore he was not presented to trial.

No text was formulated to

organize or improve efficiency of sailing and navigation in the ancho
rage area, in order to prevent repetition of the occurrence of such
accidents.
By comparision pursuant to the procedures and the decision of the
Committee (report about some other accidents) we see that the Committee
ought to issue its recommendations which increase ascertainment of the
navigation's safety.

Remarks:The appropriate committee studies maritime accidents in the United
States (U.S.C.G.) by presenting recommendations after analysing the
results of investigation in the accident and forwarding them to:
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avigation companies (especially with a view to promote effi
'ency of the officers and engineers on the ship).

2.

The administration which supervises safety of the ships-

3.

Classification societies.

4.

The administrations which are specialized in the activit'®^ of
land transport, concerning the commodities and manner of packing.

Manner and Procedures of the Work:
After gaining knowledge through studying a number of cases

of

maritime

accidents, it is possible to formulate the procedures which are performed by the department as follows;-

Receiving the notification from thp

.;+tee

>"esponsible commiT^^"

advising the maritime administration pnn a-u
ctrati on which
and the admimsf"®
is concerned with the investigations
2.

Notifying the police station in the

dent

Of which the

has occurred.
3.

Forming a Technical Committee with „

4.

Inspection of the accident bv^ tho
"0 rCommittee if it if

-sible-

5.

Summoning the Master and some indivin

nd

* ''low to study

of the crew a

witnesses

to receive their statements about tk

accident.
Acquiring information from the off-i •
the ship and its documents.
7.

Gaining knowledge on the sea protest

rtoks) of
registers
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Acquiring information from the Master's report.

9.

Writing a report about the accident and issuing the Committee's
decision.

6.

Marine Casualties in Egypt:
Marine casualties are accidents such as stranding and fire to an extent
where it is possible to save the ship.
The following is the specification of the casualty of the ship
SALAH-EL-DEIN:
The Accident:
A fire kindled in the Egyptian ship SALAH-EL-DEIN in the anchorage
area of Alexandria port.
Ship's title:

SALAH-EL-DEIN

Its Type:

General Cargoes

Cargo:

General Cargoes and some dangerous cargo.

The Owners:

Egypt Navigation Company

Nationality:

Egyptian

Place of Accident:

Anchorage area of Alexandria port.

Date:

18.3.1984

Cargo on Board:
General cargoes plus some dangerous cargoes which were shipped under
deck, in the tween deck hatch No. 1.
(150 tons of hydrogen-peroxide).

- 154 Damages:
Damages occurred in the ship's hatches
tions.

In accordance with the report

and in a part of the constructhe losses were evaluated at

millions of dollars.
Pursuance of the Investigation;
After arrival of the notification =»<>«
ahn..* occurrence of the accident’
-^ont,
a Technical Committee was formed of1,

Maritime Colonel. Chairman

2,

Legal Member.

3.

Technician Engineer from the Poy«|.

Light Houses Admim^

Member.
The aforementioned committee acqu^
1

.

• ctraT^

Report of the ship's Maste

red knowl
®dge of:

r.

2.

The sea protest.

3.

Report about efficiency of

4.
5.
6.

Report of damages from n
®^tinguishers in
Report from the navigation
^^*^°nity.
Ship's Master, the dut> decr'"'’'"^'

the ^ i

individuals of the crew «er

ship'

’ ^''glneer on duty.

a
e

ioned 9nd their sta teme^'

taken.
7.

on,

Information on the

Qenerai
rui es
rous goods was obtained

ngeconcern shipP ing

Committee's Decisinn.
The Committee's decision d'
not

of the Master of the shin
Ship or,

r

h technical mist ke

from the crew
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with non-realization of the direct reason of the accident.

*

The Committee did not issue any recommendations concerning
this accident.

Grounding Accident of the Egyptian Ship SAKARA;
Ship's title:

SAKARA

Nationality:

Egyptian

Type:

Bulk Carrier

Owner:

Misr Shipping Company

Date:

11.9.1985

Movement:

To transfer the ship from the anchorage area of
Suez Port to Adabia Port.

Guide:

In existence of Pilot Board.

The Accident:
During transfer of the ship SAKARA from the anchorage area of Suez Port
toward Adabia Port, the ship's bow suddenly stranded in the "ATKA"
Reeves Area despite the fact that the ship was sailing in the navigational
passageway which is limited in accordance with the navigational chart.

Pursuance of Procedures:
Immediately after the notification was received, a Technical Committee
was formed comprising a Master Mariner (as chairman), and two members,
an engineer expert from the Marine Inspection Department which belongs
to the Port and Light Houses Administration of Alexandria, and a legal
member.

“ 156 The Cwutee got the fon„„information:'•

Wcial logbook.

3.

report and sea o
Chief Officer's
'"“test.
S report.

""’'’'■t Of the owner.

6-

The navigational chart
’’t'ofs report.
”«t- and Chief
Were summoned and interrog3

rnmrm*+ +

I ^ tN

The Committee proven that
t1"e of stranding „as

"«ual cept,,

,

^-'lowing.

There was a devel,>
„
''®'0P>nent .
--this
Port
which was
is i«doe to
^®^ed
® ^'"edgers whi^j^
~

„ater

which was written
.
+ne
*^^ng operation i*^
® ^°dth anchorage area of
deen^ •

^esid,,,;

deepened areas i..,
Thic j
This made the deofk
dpnfh kdepth which u .

.

Puri^^

fk

Wat

^cation in close
erea •
•
the ship

i^s

Or,

area different

Therefore, the Committee „e

^

the Ship's captain or

thp^
®i"e was no resp*lon

Recornmendatirmc.

the

^rew.

The Committee issu^H

^ the general aotP^

nc
s
^
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tion in which the ship stranded and return the navigational passage
way to the depth which is indicated on the chart, as soon as possible.

7.

Light Marine Accidents in Egypt:
Light marine accidents as previously indicated are frictions of two
ships against each other, or light collisions.

These accidents fre

quently occur in Alexandria Port especially in winter season because
of the fluctuations of weather conditions and the resultant change in
locations of the ships in the inside anchorage.

Also friction of the

ship inside the ports in general occurs in the wharf on berthing or
leaving the wharf.

The competent administrations are requested to

present a technical report about the accidents and this is performed
in Alexandria Port by representatives of the Port and Light Houses
Administration and in the subordinate ports, Suez and Port Said it is
performed by the representative of the Administration who works in the
subordinate ports.

8.

Determination of Points of Weakness:After

studying many marine accident reports on different incidents,

and getting knowledge of investigation minutes, reports of the commit
tees, and their decisions and after making comparisons between them
and some other reports which resemble them and are performed by the
U.S. Coast Guard, the researcher concluded the following

a.

It is incontrovertible in the field of maritime accidents, that
maritime accidents are rarely similar all over the world.

As

has been said, they are like fingerprints which do not resemble
each other; yet the comparison will be in mood of action, method
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of investigation, the fin i
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decisions, the recommendations, and
the right scientific an.i
ysis for the causes of the accident.

b.

It is noticed that +h

‘'•-ace,.e„u

'

- «
« to ^"owlts
.„o„ Hs caososo/
*

as won as 1n f„
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"
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investigation, depend
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^
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and decision
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. .

^
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experience of members of t
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legal formulation, ana-•^11 UT t
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experience of it
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There is no standard marine casualties report which contains
the principal questions which must be put forward to the master
and individuals of the crew in each different accident case and
which guarantees the minimum information which must be included
in the investigation, then the special questions which
each accident separately,

but the

investigation questions are

left to the experience of the committee members.
committees which are

concern

So there are

expatiated in forwarding questions to the

captains and individuals of thecrew and some of them summarized
these questions completely.
g.

There is not any format to which it can resort on performing pro
cedure of inspection. (Checklist)

h.

In most final reports of the accidents the committees resorted to
prove existence or non-existence of a technical mistake on the part
of the Master and individuals of the crew, and completely disregarded
performing an analysis about the accident so that it would be pos
sible to refer to and utilize it in the future.

i.

There is a sharp lack of masters who assume chairmanship of works
of the committees.

All of them are mandated and this dues to non

existence of appointed captains in the Port and Light Houses Admi
nistration since a long period ago.

This is due to national and

governmental reasons, namely low wages of government employees in
comparison

with other free enterprise.

This has led to

the

departure of the qualified persons to private organizations in
other places.

So the problem is not the lack of the scientific

and practical efficiencies in Egypt but it is the dominant circums
tance;

the connection of chairman of the committees is ended

immediately after termination of investigations.
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allusions about the accidents which have occurred, the reasons
for them, and how to avoid occurrence of such accidents in the
future.

i
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General:-

. has occurrel in
Since the beginning of the 1970s, a splendid development no

the field of maritime sciences. This development related to the
cy

ships

as well as to ships' design, as a result of this develop^®^

rn erS'
,il
ca
such
sizes haveincreased surprisingly, particularly the crude
apP®® red
• been
On the other hand new types of ships in large sizes ha.vsL^-'
'ns*
^ rO/R°
’
as gas carriers, chemical carriers, and different types ot
besides the gigantic container ships, and lash vessels
was the
re
cto

This development in style of ship building and naval archil

jccl'

in®

beginning of change in the levels of risk and to verify

to

dents on one hand end on the other hend pollution damages

,f t*”'

progressively. The accident of the following carriers were
- Torry-Canyon
- /Vmoco Cadiz
- Argo Merchant
At this point the world began to hear ahrs a.

.
sh^P
sinking of Th®

,tes»

a very short time such as the sinking of - -

a ^0/RO ship

Jolly Azzurro (1978), Collo (1980),

fio
th®

^

'^“•'hpaan Gateway (1983’'

Louis (1984), and some ships began to h.....
. ,
^^®PPear completely
reasons leading to these incidents ber.s
,,, .
''^Ing known.
ArnoP^
have been lost following a shift of
(1973), Zenobia (1980), and Mekhanik Ta
^
Esp’^

^

^
^ $a'^
iSO

(1982).
Further,

it

should be said that fro„,

l9

.05

0^
until now an intellectual explosion ■ tho" ^^^inning of the
ha?
hpcurred in the
-ph'
^aHtime sciences. Besides, the vari
tio''^'
^lety
thp

165 ventions in the maritime field during this period of sixteen years
(1970-1986) is also remarkable. During this period a large number
of conventions have been concluded and many amendments have been
performed such as:1.

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974
(with Amendments of 1981 and 1983)

2.

Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing
of Collisions at Sea,

1972 (COLREG)

(with Amendment of 1981)
3.

International Convention on Load Lines^ 1966 (LL)
(with Amendments of 1971, 1975, 1979, 1983)

The International Conventions for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 and 1978
Protocol and the
Pollution from

International Convention for the prevention of
Ships,

1973 with the 1978 Protocol.

MARPOL

1973/78 and the relevant Amendment determined remarks of the
ship's architecture, specially the tankers and how to avoid
hazards of pollution from bulk chemical and petroleum carriers,
etc.

This matter is still, up to now, widely studied and dis

cussed.

However,

by referring to the marine survey we come to the point

that those who are prepared to take over as maritime surveyors
have two alternatives which are as follows;1.

Free study (reading and study of new conventions);

2.

Official study through maritime academies (marine casualty
investigation course).

-
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1.

Obtain the higher certificate.
(Master Certificate or First Engineer)

2.

A certain number of years of experience.

Further, we have to consider those who have obtained the First
Engineer or Master certificate before the previous eight years,
i.e. in 1978 or before that.

They had not been given the oppor

tunity to investigate the effects of developments in the maritime
field thoroughly.

However, the quick development within the

previous eight years (1978-1986) has brought about some changes
in the field of the international maritime conventions in the
following ares:1.

2.

Safety at sea:
a)

Fire Fighting

b)

Ship Construction

c)

Safety Equipment

Pollution:
The following items were added to the previous ones:a)

Transport of the dangerous goods.

b)

Container

c)

Transport of heavy goods.

d)

Transport of bulk cargo.

handling.

These items are various and numerous and the person in charge of
the marine survey has to be informed about them through an ack
nowledged scientific authority and not by free research.

168 Bachelor of Naval Architecture.
- B. Sc. Degree in Maritime Studies (AMTA)
Bachlor s Degree in Marine Engineering Technology
(AMTA)

3.

Course Duratinn-The course duration is 194 hours, equal to ten weeks.
(194 hours = 10 weeks)

Facilities:a)

Tanker simulator
- Tanker safety, tanker operations, stress
calculation.
- Load master computer.

b)

Radar simulator
- Analysis of collision accidents.

c)

Automatic control laboratory.

d)

Oil pollution laboratory.

e)

Computer center.
- Cargo lashing calculation.

Teaching Aids;
- Films and slides.
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Field Visits:- Sumed Petroleum Pipelines Company *
- Suez Canal Authority
- Research Center, Traffic Control Center
- Alexandria Port

*

Sumed Petroluem Pipelines:
The pipeline comprises two parallel lines each 42 inches
diameter, with a total capacity of 80 million tons per
year.

These pipelines transfer petroleum from the load

ing terminal at "Ain Sokhna" in the Gulf of Suez to
"Sidi Kerir" terminal in the Mediterranean, 27 kilometers
west of Alexandria.
Assessment and Examinations
- The participants are subject to continuous assessment during
the whole period of theoretical, practical and applied studies,
moreover, they sit for final written and oral examinations at
the end of period of study.
*

60% of the total marks of each subject are assigned to
continuous assessment, and,
40% for final examination.
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i

COLLISION

CAPSIZE
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COURSE

CONTENTS

The main casualty investigation course is divided into seven sub
courses which are shov/n in the chart below:No. of
Hours

Course

No.

Course 1

Cl. 1

Safety on Board Ships

30

Course 2

Cl. 2

Oil Pollution and Tanker Safety

30

Course 3

Cl. 3

Cargo Securing

30

Course 4

Cl. 4

Hazardous Cargoes

30

Course 5

Cl. 5

Ship Stability & Structure Stresses

20

Course 6

Cl. 6

Supplement "Marine Insurance"

20

Course 7

Cl. 7

Procedure and Process of Marine
Casualty Investigation.

18

Case-study

16

-

-

Title

TOTAL
CI

HOURS

194

= Casualty Investigation

Daily teaching hours

4 hours

Number of working daysper week

5 days

Total weekly teachinghours
Duration
*

20 hours
10 weeks

One teaching hour is equal to 50 minutes.

- 172 This course is a flexible one. It can be given as a deal-package to
those who are interested to work in the maritime field as marine
experts, or can be divided into the following six ^hort £Ourses
concerning different types of marine casualty investigation (SCCI),
according to the needs of the participants:

I

1

Safety on Board Ships and Marine Casualty Investi~
gation.

SCCI - 2

Oil Pollution, Tanker Safety and Marine Casualty
Investigation.

3.

SCCI - 3

Cargo Securing and Marine Casualty Investigation.

4.

SCCI - 4

Hazardous Cargoes and Marine Casualty Investigation.

5.

SCCI - 5

Failure of Ships Structure and Marine Casualty
Investigation.

6.

SCCI - 6

Procedure and Process of Marine Casualty Investigation.
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The

Duration of specialized short courses

concerning marine

casuality investigation

subCourses

short
courses

case
study

total
hours

1

SCCI- 1

Cl 1 » Cl 7
(30h) + (I8h)

6

54 h

2

SCCI- 2

Cl 2 + Cl 7
(30h) + (18h)

6

54 h

3

SCCI- 3

Cl 3 + Cl 7
(30h) + (I8h)

6

54 h

4

SCCI- A

Cl 4 + cr 7
(30h) + (i8h)

6

54 h

5

SCCI- 5

Cl 5 + Cl 7
(20h) + (I8h)

6

44 h

6

SCCI- 6

Cl 7
(18h)

10

28 h

SCCI

:

Short

Course

For

Cl

5

sub-course for £asualty ^nvestigatin
" see the outline of the sub-courses ”

f

Casualty I,nvestigation
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the

outline

of

the

SUB-COURSES

- 175 Cl. 1 SAFETY ON BOARD SHIPS:Part I.

Safety of Navigation:
1.

Knowledge of the Rules of the Roads:
1.1

As

mentioned

before,

the

course

demands all the participants to have a
Master's Certificate and sea experience.
This requirement makes them fully
aware of the rules of the road. In this
course, however, we discuss these rules
from their legal point of view.
To develop the analysis of the legal
aspect of the rules of the road (COLREG
72) the following should be considered:
- Rule No. 2 - from part (A) "Responsibility"
- Rule No. 6 - from part (B) "Safe Speed"
- Rule No. 7 - from part (B) "Risk of Collision"
- Rule No. 8 - from part (B) "Action to Avoid Collision"
- Rule No. 19 - from part (B) Section III
"Conduct of Vessels in
Restricted Visibility"
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To introduce Navigation Equipment
on board ships.

- Performance standards for navigation
equipment.

Uses of Simulator for

Marine Casualty

Investigation.

Search and Rescue:

...........

Selection of _

I uFi ana r

Or components fo

search

rescue.
■ Search and re^r.
f vi
escue supplies and su
equipment.

-

and rescue con,n,unicat i ons
procedures.
^P“tin9 system.

■
2.2

Procedure:

'

search and rescue 1"^

- Petenninatjon „f
- Communicatior,.

search areas*

Search techn" Conduct Of th

- Re.
*iescue of ^

^^rvivors

^00

rescue.

......... ••

■

■ ^PPrch and resr

^PPP training.

- 177 2.3

Ship Reporting System:
- Ship Reporting System will be based on
Chapter (6) of the International Con
vention on Maritime Search and Rescue
(1979).

3.

To Understand the Outline of the Following:
3.1

IMO Convention on the International Mari
time Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)

3 2

1976.
Operating agreement on the International
Maritime Satellite Organize ion (INMARSAT)

1976.
4.

Determine the relevant requirements and safety
regulations, of life saving appliances on

board ships as specified in the SOLAS Convention
of 1974 and its

Amendments.

Part II. Firefighting:
Objectives:
The main objectives of this part are:1.

To fully understand the theory of combustion
and sources of ignition on ships for all types
of fires and ships.
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the firefighting equipment
board

^hi
^bips according to IMO CoH'

.ndReguietions.
To develop
ds of fire prevention
•' —

f_ ^

^oerd the
soar'd
the difdif-

Of ships. i.e_.
.
. r= types Of
Gas
Pt- 1 -e., Cargo, TanKOtCarriers, etc.
To introduce a

eri'

the defect i„
"'"9 ffre ara

c<
casualty 0°"

"^"9 fire and exol
^''Plosion.
consider the
t
ts
oocording
'’‘shting
requino'"®"
“"'■<^"9 tto IMO r
’
"
"9 to IMO r._
.-til
Conventions and RegiJ
■^0

^occhant sh-

^PP'tances
Sion Of f
vari„
‘’'■otection on shipf '
types:' '’"“engec sh^nips
“^®"90sh'

Sha) T.-,

^^Okers

(n-

tuch as:
Tanker, Chemi ca

g

b) Cont,^
0 Ship,
d) Ship,

explosives*

speci^t.

dangerous
^

IMDg Code

9

o£
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5.2

To determine requirements and regulations
related to fire fighting on board ships,
as it appears in Chapter II-2 of the
International Convention for the Safety
of Life at Sea

1974, and its' Amend

ments.
- Fire safety measures for passenger
ships carrying more than 36 passengers.
- Fire safety measures for passenger
ships carrying less than 36 passengers.
- Fire safety measures for cargo ships
- Fire safety measures for tankers.
- Fire protection and fire extinguishing
on board ships carrying liquefied gases
in bulk as defined by International code
for the construction and equipment of
ships carrying liquefied gases in bulk
(GC Code - A. 328 "IX").
- Fire protection and fire extinguishing
on board ships carrying dangerous che
micals in bulk as defined by Interna
tional code for the construction and
equipment of the ships carrying
dangerous chemicals in bulk (IBC & BCH
Code - A. 212 "VII").

Facilities and Teaching Aids;
Firefighting laboratory
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Video cassette films
- Radar simulator
Course DuratinnThe total duration for Part I and Part II of this cou
is 30 hours.
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Cl. 2 TANKER SAFETY AND OIL POLLUTION:
Objectives:To fully understand the safety guide marks and recommenda
tions for practices to be adopted by tanker and terminal
personnel.

Also to ensure safety in operations relating

to carriage by sea and handling on tankers and at the ter
minals of crude oil and petroleum products, according to
the IMO Conventions, Regulations, and Resolutions.

Part I.

Operations:
1.

Hazards of petroleum.

2.

General precautions on tankers.

3.

Procedures to be taken by tankers on arrival

4.

in port.
General precautions while a tanker is at a
petroleum berth.

5.

Liaison between tanker and terminal before
cargo handling.

6.

Precautions before and during cargo handling
and other cargo tanker operations.

7.

Handling of cargo and ballast.

8.

Tank cleaning and gas freeing.

9.

Fixed inert gas systems.

10.

Entry into and work in closed spaces.

11.

Combination carriers

12.

Packaged cargoes.
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13.

Emergency procedures.
Terminal emergency plan, tanker emergency
Fire on tanker at sea or at anchor, jettison of
cargo.

Part II.

Technical Information:
1.

Basic properties of petroleum.

2.

Toxicity of petroleum and associated substances,

3.

Hydrocarbon gas evolution and dispersion-

4.

Gas indicators.

5.

Electrical equipment and installation.

6.

Static electricity.

7.

Pressure surge.

8.

Fire fighting - "Theory and Equipment"-

9.

Ship/shore safety check lut

unes a"'*

'SC, guide-1in^^

specimen letter.
10.

Applying

the recommendation of Internationa’

Chamber of Shipping for

,
following:

Tanker safety guide^
-

Tanker safety guide (Chemicals) to the
handling and carriage of bulk liqu’^^

in ships.
-

Tanker safety guide

n .

'Liquefied gas)*

Part III. Oil Pollution:
1.

International regulati«
of pollution by oil.

oh
for the prevei^''
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Rules for the prevention of pollution from
ships:
2.1

Supervision regulations

2.2

Construction and equipment of ships
for the prevention of pollution by oil.

2.3

Construction and equipment of ships
for the prevention of pollution in the
carriage of noxious liquid substance in
bulk.

2.4

Equipment and installation of ships for
the prevention of pollution by sewage.

2.5

Equipment and installation

of ships for

prevention of pollution by garbage.

2.6

Construction and equipment of ships
carrying dangerous chemicals in bulk.

2.7
3.

Damage control.

Sources of Oil Pollution:
3.1

Effects of oil pollution on the marine
environment.

3.2

International, regional, and national
legislation relating to avoidance of
pollution by ships.

4.

3.3

FUND conventions and Civil Liability.

3.4

Pollution damage liability and compensation.

Outlines of IMO publications: concerning marine
oil pollution such as:-
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International Convention & protocols
- International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
1973

(MARPOL 1973).

Tanker safety and pollution preven
tion protocol (MARPOL PROT 1978)
International convention Relating
to Intervetions on the High Seas in Cases
011 Pollution Casualties,

(CSI>

1969

- International Convention on the Establis''"'nnt
If an

International Fund for coni-

pansation for oil Pollution

Damage.

15^1

(IFC, 1971J
P'^otocol of 1984 to amend the I nterConvention on the Establish
>^ent of ar, TInternational Fund fo*^
"’Pensation for oil Pollution Damage*
1971.
■ A<^ticle
the

c
A5 and section

.up "LAI^ Of"
, from the
SEA"
.«r^°^vention concerning
'^9Ulation to prevent, redu^^
14

5

4

pollution of the marine

Facilities:- Tanker simulator

- Video oessette
- field Visit to

,
^troleum Pip6li*^^

„
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- Oil pollution laboratory.

Course Duration:The duration of this course is 30 hours.

- 186 Cl. 3 CARGO SECURING:-

Objective:
The main objective of th-io

^lati®*^

ot this course is to understand the rela^^

between the ships dynamics ;,na

^

as wel^

safe transport of cargo, as
as calculation of the ra...,

,

“--go lashing forces.

Part I.

Py.Qai!!lcsand Saf«a

t

i-Te Transport of Cargos
To consider the

® safe stowage and secui 'ing

cargo.

2.

^0 consider ana

2

comprehend the following-

^'^■'tion of acting forces and theT^
‘^'"'ection.

2 2
2 o

of cargo in ship with resp®^
to

'

^^nning centre of ship moti®'^
Compii,.,
.iof

on of ship motion accele*^^
depending n
2.4

place of stowage.

f. T
caicuiat-i

dependent

2.5

Qh
e„r

^•7

La<tkl-ashi

2.8

,

On method for ship motion
^^^®^®nations.
paranieters. develoP'"^"

*^®sonance.
^ ^°''ces.

2.9

Hornoq
®*^9th and safety facto>^
OhJ;""'^^“^Pargo lashing strengP'”

2.10

dk

^^®’"''nion

and A

chart on extreme shiP
lashshing forces.
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Part II.

To Develop the Following Items
1.

Marine environment and ocean wave analysis.

2.

Ship response to ocean waves.

3.

Stability of ships in the following seas:

Part III. To Determine and Understand the Following Items:1.

Categorization of ships and cargoes.

2.

The general aspects and principles of safe
storage and securing of cargo.

3.

The methods of standardized storage and
securing systems.

4.

Semi-standardized storage and securing
arrangements.

5.

Non-standardized storage and securing of
cargo.

6.

Ship handling in heavy weather.

7.

Practical cargo securing calculation.

8.

Cargo securing calculation by computer.

9.

The use of Cargo Securing Manual.

Sources of Information and Syllabus:
The above syllabus has been developed, based on the following
1-

IMO Resolution, A.489 (XII), adopted on 10 November
1981.

- 188 3)

Safe stowage and securing of cargo units
and other entities in ships other than
cellular container ships."

b)

"Ship dynamics and safe transport of cargolectures delivered by:1-

Prof. Dr. Eng. S. Kastner

2-

Prof. Cap.

H. Kaps

held at the World Maritime University, 1985
Pacilitie*;;-

- Computer laboratory.
Course Duration:
The duration of this course is 30 hours.
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Cl. 4

DANGEROUS

CARGOES:

General:
This course gives us the particulars about the amount and
types of the dangerous goods which are commonly carried by
sea on conventional break bulk ships and on specialized
vessels like container ships, RO/RO, barge and bulk
carriers.

The hazards of cargo could be one of the causes

for certain occurrences and lead to damages to the ship.
Even sometimes it could be the main reason for a casualty,
such as fire.

Accidents may be exemplified in order to

impart an idea about the hazards of the dangerous goods.
The introductory lesson shall convince the participants of
the need for an effective control of the carriage of the
dangerous goods by sea.

Those who will be in charge of

dealing with casualties caused by hazardous cargo must
be very well aware of the basis and fundamentals of carry
ing dangerous goods.

Part I.

Physical Hazards and Properties
1.

The contents should be confined to
absolutely necessary facts, have a
refreshing character and be related
to the IMDG class, considering the
following points:

1.1

Explosion hazards (mass explosion.
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P'^ojection hazards), travelling
speed and distance of the shock
waves.
T

\ 2

nelate vapour pressure/tempenaflashpoint, boiling point)

explosive range and limits

spe^’'

gravity and vapour density^^adioactivity and forms of radi^^
Part II.

— udsic chemical knowieuy

'"'''"’'"S combustion.
celate

activity with oxygen°‘*cce self-reactivity and
^^«-Posit,e„.
5.

T

'■«'ate re
.
^^tivity with water-

° introd
subsf
stances.

‘"®3ctivity among varic

’"‘^»^Pce wat
'^®ter solubilityPart.Ill,

* '■'-ief „

Out^i •
participants
specific heal
^^*"ly from toxic g«

^
Ora,

^'''’ned criteria.

^®>"fnai
^'^halation to;
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Part IV.

2.

Radiation contamination.

3.

Necrosis of skin tissue.

International Conventions, Codes and Recommen
dations,and Pertinent National Laws and Regula
tions :
1.

IMO'srolein establishing internationally
agreed instruments and their implementation
in individual countries.

2.

International convention for the Safety of Life
at Sea,1974, particularly Chapter VII.

3.

International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code
HMDG Code).

4.

Code for the safe practice for solid bulk
cargoes.

5.

Code for the construction and equipment
of ships carrying dangerous chemicals in
in bulk and code for ships carrying lique
fied gases in bulk.

6.

Emergency procedures for ships carrying
dangerous goods.

7.

Medical first aid guide for use in
accidents involving dangerous goods.

8.

Recommendations on the safe transport,
handling and storage of dangerous substances
in port areas.

9.

Pertinent national laws and regulations.
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V.

Analysis of IMDG Code:
1.

Classes and their properties.

2.

Identification, marking and labelling.

3.

Packaging and packing (including testing)-

4.

Stowage and segregation on board ships.

5.

Information flow and documentation.

6.

Dangerous goods in containers and port
able tanks.

Part VI.

7.

Dangerous goods on RO/RO vessels.

8.

Dangerous

goods in limited quantities.

Shipment of Dangerous Goods:
Based on the flow chart and simple case studies,
a shipment of dangerous goods from its' first
booking to the stowage or acceptance on board
should go through the following stages
1.

Acceptance procedures of an offer for
shipment of dangerous goods.

2.

Special procedures regarding the transport
of dangerous goods in containers.
Responsibilities in packing documentation,
marking, labelling, etc.

3.

Cooperation and communication between
ship and port, operational procedures in
port.
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4.

Preparation on board ships.
(Tentative stowage plan for on/under
deck cargo, segregation, etc.)

5.

Documents which should be received
by the shipb Master

and

responsibility

in comparing the physical shipment with
the documents and other responsibilities.

Part VII.

Shipboard Application:
1.

Handling, stowage, and segregation:
1.1

Class 1 - Explosives:
- Hazard divisions, compatibility
groups and stowage categories.
- Suitability of cargo spaces.
- Magazines.
- Security.
- Segregation within Class 1.

1.2

Class 2 - Gases (compressed, lique
fied or dissolved under pressure)
flammable, non-flammable and toxic
types of pressure vessels and
portable tanks relief and closing
devices.

1.3

Class 3 - Flammable liquids.
- Classes
- Receptacles, tank containers and
portable tanks.
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~ Road tank vohiclos.
- Empty receptacles.
- Ventilation and drainage of
compartments.

1-4

Class 4.1 - Flammable solids.
Class 4.2 - Flammable solids or substances liable to spontaneous

combustion.
Class 4.3 - Flammable solids or substan
ces which in contact with
water emit flammable gases.
Measures used to prevent heating,
ignition, or the emission of toxic or
flammable gases

1.5
(agents) and ornar,-:
organic peroxides
- Reaction with acids.
- Sensitivity to heat.
-

^,co.pos1tion.

- P-ventlon of
- Separation f
n trom combustible.
- Separation
^nom combustible
materials.
1.6

Class 6 - Poi
sonous (toxic) and
infectious substances:
- Pneventlon of , ,
leakage.

- 195 - Contamination of foodstuffs.
- Working areas and living accommo
dation.
- Ventilation.
1.7

Class 7 - Radioactive substances.
- Types of packages.
- Full load shipments.
- Segregation.
- Decontamination.
- Transport index.
- Stowage limitation.

1.8

Class 8 - Corrosives.
- Dangers from leakage and spillage.
- Dangers from wetted substances.

1.9

Class 9 - Miscellaneous dangerous
substances.
- Examples and associated hazards.

1.10 Materials hazardous only in bulk(MHB)
- Examples and associated hazards.

Safety precautions and emergency procedures:
2.1

Electrical safety in cargo spaces.

2.2

Precautions to be taken for entry
into enclosed spaces that may contain
oxygen depleted, poisonous or flamm
able atmospheres.
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The possible effects of spillage
or fire shipments of substances of
each class.

2.4

Consideration of events on deck or
under deck.

2.5

IMO Emergency Procedures for ships
carrying dangerous goods.
IMO emergency plans and procedures
to be followed in case of incidents
involving dangerous substances.

3.

Medical first aid:
3.1

The IMO medical first aid guide for
use in accidents involving dangerous
goods (MFAG).
Use and application in association
with other guides.
Medical advice by radio.

Part VIII.

Safety Management on Boardship in Regard
to the Dangerous Goods:
1.

Safety philosophy (information, preparation,
emergency action).

2.

General safety training of crew.

3.

Emergency stowage plan.

4.

Special exercise of emergency squad.

5.

Need for pollution prevention.
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Part IX.

Emergency Equipment:
Since all participants should have already
gone through a basic fire-fighting course,
they are expected to be familiar with the
under-mentioned items which are restricted
to the fire problems relating to dangerous
goods.
1.

Fire-fighting media available on
board ship and their effects on certain
dangerous cargoes and chemicals.

2.

Portable and fixed detection equipment
and installations.

3.

Portable and fixed fire-fighting equip
ment and installation.

4.

Personal protection.

5.

Pertinent reference literature (emergency
procedures for ships carrying dangerous
goods and medical first aid guide).

Part X.

Emergency Procedures:
1.

Fighting of chemical fires.

2.

Fighting of chemical spillages.

3.

First-aid procedures.

Sources of Information and Syllabus:
The above syllabus has been developed, based on the following

- 198 1.

IMO Resolution A.537 (XIII):
'Training officers and ratings responsible for cargo
handling on ships carrying dangerous and hazardous
substances in solid form in bulk or package form."

2.

"Dangerous Goods - Training Aspects"
Lecture delivered by Capt. K. Brunings at the World
Maritime University.

Teaching Aids:Slides.
Video cassette films.

Course Duration:The duration of this course id

-in

'iO hours.
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Cl. 5 SHIP STABILITY AND STRUCTURE STRESSES:This course deals with the forces which induce bending,
shearing and torsional stresses into the structure of the
vessel, including methods of calculation bending, shear
and torsional forces in practice.

Objectives:The objectives of this course are as follows:a)

To define, shear, bending and torsional forces.

b)

To consider shipboard computers and the approved
stability booklets.

c)

To consider the ship(s) in damaged condition.

d)

To examine the stresses induced into the vessel
structure by bending moment and shear forces.

e)

To calculate bending moment and shear forces.

f)

To understand the outline of stability requirements
for vessels loading bulk grain.

g)

To discuss the marine casualty case-study from the
stability point of view.

Part I.

Longitudinal hull strength
1.

The ship as structure:1.1

Strength of structure.

1.2

Strength of materials.

1.3

Properties of metals.

1.4

Stresses on loaded beam.

1.5

Longitudinal strength on ships.

-

1-6
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Summary of longitudinal hull strength
aboard ship.

1.7

Bending moment and shear force in a dry
bulk carrier.

II.

Shipboard Computers and the Approved Stability
booklet;
1.

Evolution of the loading computer.

2.

Need for new loading computers.

3.

The approved trim and stability booklet.

Part III. The Ship in Damaged Condition:1.

The damaged condition.

2.

Damaged condition due to collision.

3.

Effect of flooding on transverse stability*

4.

Remedial measures to improve transverse
stability.

Part IV.

5.

Dangerous effect of flooded wing comparWf'^"'

6.

Added weight method using the statical stab'^'*^

7.

Effect of grounding on stability.

8.

Longitudinal hull strength and damaged co ndit'

Practical Stability and Trim
1.

Factors affecting the rmi .

2.

''■"^9 of shipsAntirolling devices arn a..
i^heir effects-

3.

Effect of synchroni2a+^

4.

‘«i-ion.
Safety with small "gm»

-

Part V.
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Stability Requirements for Vessels Loading
Bulk Grain
1.

Background information about "Concerning"
bulk grain.

2.

IMO Grain rules.

3.

Code of safety practice for solid bulk cargoes
(SBC Code).

Part VI.

4.

Calculation of "Volumetric" heeling moments.

5.

Allowance for a vertical shift of grain.

6.

Stability regulations for loading bulk grain.

7.

Document of authorization.

8.

Preloading planning calculation.

Marine Disasters:1.

Case-study about marine casualty from stability
point of view:1.1

Fire and capsizing.

1.2

Grounding.

1.3

Collision.

1.4

Insufficient reserve baoyance

Course Duratin:
The duration of this course is 30 hours.

-
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Cl. 6 SUPPLEMENT:This course deals with supplementary subjects related to
the marine casualty investigation.

^®'"t I.

Marine Insurance Claims and Loss Prevention:
The following items should be understood;
1.

The principles of compensation.

2.

Partial loss of cargo and freight.

3.

Examples on settlement of damage.

4.

Documents used for compensation.

5.

Application of conditions of cargo insurance

6.

The role of the adjuster; the case of loss
adjustment for particular average.

Part II.

other Related Subjects.

Course Duration:
The duration of this course is 20 hours.
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Cl. 7

PROCEDURE AND PROCESS OF MARINE CASUALTY INVESTIGATION AND
PREPARATION OF TECHNICAL AND LEGAL REPORT

Part I.

General Introduction:
1.

Investigations, general introduction

2.

Investigation purpose, sources of information.

3.

Coordination with other activities.

4.

Qualification of the investigator.

5.

Type of investigation, jurisdiction, and
legal terms.

Part II.

Part III.

6.

Investigation fundamentals.

7.

Interview techniques.

Documentation of Information:
1.

General sources of documentation.

2.

Written statements.

3.

Ships documentation.

4.

Evidence.

5.

Transcribed records.

Procedures Against Licenses
1.

Procedures against seamenk papers, documents,
etc.

2.

Licenses and Certificates.

3.

Authority, policy, status, and jurisdiction.

4.

Investigation pertaining to seamen's papers.

5.

Determination of actions to be taken.
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6.

Procedures prior to a hearing.

7.

Charges and specifications (misconduct,
negligence, etc.)

8.

Hearings.

9.

Official marine records (shipping articles,
logbooks, etc.)

Part IV.

National Laws and International Obligations:
1.

National laws and regulations concerning
marine casualties.

2.

International obligation for coastal states
referring to marine casualty investigation*"
2.1

SOLAS Convention 1974 - Chapter 1
Part (c) - casualties

2.2

regulation 21*

International Convention on Load Lin®^
1966 - Article 23 - Casualties.

2.3

International Convention for the PnO"
vention of Pollution from Ships, l^^^’
amended by the Protocol of 1978 12.

2.4 Resolution A.173 (Es. iv) 28 November
1968, participation in official
Ties into marine casualties.

2.5 Resolution A.322 (,x)
the conduct of investigation into
casualties.
2.6 Resolution A.440 (Xn ic
.. w 1979*
15 November

- 205 exchange of information for investiga
tions of the marine casualties.
2.7

ILO convention No. 147, 1976, concerning
minimum standards in merchant ships.

2.8 STCW Convention, 1978 for the minimum
standards of masters, officers, engineers,
and the crew on board merchant ships.
2.9 The United Nations

Convention on the Law

of the Sea, 1982, Part VII, high seas.
Section 1, Article 94, about duties of
the flag state.

Part V.

Marine Casualty Investigation in Other Countries
"Legislation and practice"

Part. VI.

1.

United Kingdom.

2.

United States of America.

3.

Federal Republic of Germany.

4.

France.

Marine Casualty Investigation
"General Provisions"
1.

Legal authorities.

2.

Purpose of marine casualty investigation.

3.

Civil and criminal responsibilities.

4.

Legal assistance to investigator.

5.

Investigation reference materials
(Laws, rules and regulations - common terms)

E
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Part VII.

6.

Marine accident and casualty classes.

7.

Parties' interest.

Notification of Significant Marine Casualties:
1.

Initial notification.

2.

Prompt investigation (Intensive).

3.

Casualty law and notification reports in
the territorial waters and high seas.

4.

Notification of national authorities.

5.

Form and content of notification.

6.

Notification to other interested parties.

Part VIII. The Investigator:

IX.

1.

Qualities of the investigator.

2.

Professional background.

3.

Training of the investigator.

4.

Investigation equipment.

5.

The main duties of the investigator.

6.

Instructions to investigator.

7.

Marine boards of investigation.

Marine Casualty Investigation Procedures:
1.

Types of investigation:1.1 The human factors.
1.2

Informal investigations (one man investi
gation).

B
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Part X.

1.3

Preliminary inquiries.

1.4

Preliminary inquiries by surveyors.

1.5

Formal investigation.

1.6

Death inquiries.

1.7

Miscellaneous.

Casualty Investigation Reporting Procedures
1.

Report of vessel casualty or accident forms.

2.

Completion and use of forms.

3.

Contents of reports.

4.

Narrative reports.
(General, Subject, Topic, Vessel and Cargo
Data and other information.)

5.

Conclusions in the narrative reports.

6.

Causes of the casualty.
(Proximate Cause, Contributing Cause,
description of cause or causes.)

7.

Conclusions from marine boards on evidence
of culpability.

8.

Part XI.

Other conclusions.

Recommendations:-

1.

Basis for recommendations.

2.

Revision of investigation report.

208 Part XII.

Investiqat ion Records
1.

Modifications of precept.

2.

Make-up of the investigation records.

3.

Records filed at the headquarters.

4.

Transcript of testimony.

5.

Investigation reports.

6.

Data bank.

Check Lists for the
1.

Procedure for Investigation.

2.

Ship's data, weather data, voyage

da■
fire-fighting particulars.

3.

Collision:3.1

Fault, diaqramc
•
9 ^"12, navigation equiP^^®
speed data, etc.

3.2

Events after coll,. .

4.

weather casualtv
.
by heavy weather.

5.

rn
caus«‘
The damages

Groundings:5-1

Grounding cnm
4oamon causes
3-Z Grounding
E-3

Impotent p„,
cases.

5.5 Events aft

^0"4ider in 9--““'

°

9roundin9.

awounding.
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Founderings:6.1

Factors involved in founderings.

6.2

Important points to consider in foun
derings.

Part XIV.

Cargo Fires and Explosions:1.

Cargo fires and explosions at sea.
(checklist)

2.

Cargo fires and explosions at port.
(checklist)

3.

Electrical casualties.

4.

Vessel, cargo, safety equipment, and local
port regulations.

5.

Failure of gear and equipment:
General information, davits, cargo gear,
hatches, personnel involved, mooring lines,
anchoring, etc.

Part XV.

Engine-Room Casualties:
1.

The common engine-room casualties
(with checklist)
1.1

Boiler casualties.

1.2

Electrical casualties.

1.3 Machinery casualties.
1.4 Main engine (reciprocating) casualties.
1.5 Main turbine casualties.

-

1.6
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Miscellaneous equipment casualties:
- Firelines, bilge pumps, failure
of smothering

system,

etc.

- Main engine (Motor) casualties.

Part XVI.

Petroleum Tanker Explosion and Fire:
1.

Petroleum tanker explosion and fire
at sea (checklist).

2.

Petroleum tanker explosion and fire
at port (checklist).
(During loading or discharge.)

3.

Chemical tanker explosion and fire
(checklist).

4.

Liquefied gas
n •
^ tank®*uanxer explosion
and
fire (checklist).

This point should be
^ considered that all the
checklists should incli.n^ ^
description of
vessel, cargo, damage
i
9® cargo tanks, external
damages, pollution, anri .
so on.
Part XVII.
The pollution invent1 1 p
"^'t^Qator-s author
1-1 Responsibiii^ +

Tactical ''""taitons.
„
1.2

Implicit rpr. .
^'‘Tement to Invest

-
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1.3

Agreements regarding re-investigation.

1.4

Pollution penalty mandate, according
to the law.

1.5

Appliction of the pollution laws and
regulations.

2.

Pollution incident investigation:
2.1

Purpose of pollution investigations.

2.2

Types of investigations:
-

Investigations for civil penalty
action.

-

Investigations in non-notified
action of pollution incidents.

3.

Collection of evidence:
3.1

Photographic evidence.

3.2

Statements.

3.3

Witnesses.

3.4

Format of statements.

3.5

Sampling procedure:
-

Purpose of sampling.

- Storage of samples.
- Sample analysis.
3.6 Other real evidences.

Part XVIII.

Pollution Reports.

Course Duration:
The duration of this course is 18 hours.

-
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THE MARITIME RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY CENTER
(M R C C)

Introduction:
The world's greatest water passage is Suez Canal which is in
Egypt.

This factor makes the transport sector in Egypt one of

the most important sectors which serves the Egyptian economy*
The volume of investments therein is amounted to many millia’^*^^
for its various activities such as seaport, ships and ship
in Alexandria, Port Said, navigational agencies and the other
maritime activities.
The idea which called for forming a maritime transport research
•itime

and consultancy center in Egypt was generated in the Arab Mari
Transport Academy in order to present the technical and scienf'^^^
services for each sector in accordance vnth its requirements* ^
idea appeared in the Arab Maritime Transport Academy which i^ ^
sanctuary of the maritime sciences.

At this Academy the

maritime cadres will be educated and trained in the followirQ
manner:1.

Educating and training the maritime officers and mari'^®
engineers.

2.

Convening courses in diploma of maritime transport
economics.

3.

Convening courses in diploma of the maritime law.
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Convening courses in diploma of the maritime insurance.

5.

Special courses in the field of the activities and
administration of the seaports.

Besides the ones mentioned above, there are many other technical
and specialist studies in the maritime field which take place at
this Academy.
The Arab Maritime Transport Academy (A.M.T.A.) has the largest
number of the specialists, scientifically and practically, in
all kinds of the maritime sciences.

Among them there are 28

Ph.D. holders in various specifications and 39 M.Sc. holders in
all kinds of the scientific branches.

In addition, there are

quite a number of other qualified people in this Academy such as
Captains, Senior Engineers and Technicians in sciences of the
maritime administration.
The Arab Maritime Transport Academy was the pioneer v;hich called
for establishing the Maritime Research

and Consultancy Center

(M.R.C.C.).

Birth of the M.R.C.C.
The Maritime Research and Consultancy Center has been established
by a decision of Minister of Transport, Communication and Maritime
Transport in 1984 provided that its domicile would be in the
Arab Maritime Transport Academy and its board of directors is pre
sided by Minister of Maritime Transport.
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The method by v/hich the Center is Provided with Information:
The information is an inexhaustible source

and servicing of

information is considered as an investment to it;

the more effec

tive the use of the available information the more influences the
issuance of the correct decisions.

The most important principal sources which must form the infras
tructure of the center are perfect sources of
information, the extent of

availability and verification

of this information being most important factor.

Therefore,

the Center participates in a group of the most important and most
comprehensive bases of data and world information banks, in terms
of the artificial satellite, and by coordination with the computer
center in the Academy(which includes two information centers, one
in the United States and the other one in Europe). The Center
also participates in the Egyptian Information Bank which concerns
the Central Agency for Filling and Statistics.

Accordingly, the main objective of

the above mentioned is to

meet the requirements of the maritime transport sector for
information.

Yet the available potentialities and available com

munications make it possible for the Center to extend the field
of its activities to include any other sector which demands
information such as the universities, research centers of
companies,

companies which work outside the framework of

the maritime field, and some governmental agencies.
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The Method by which the Information is Presented:
The Center provides the information services, free of charge, for
the companies and organizations participating in the research centers.
However, it is considered that in the case of demanding special information
from the Center's data bank
paid.

in Alexandria, the actual cost will be

This information is demanded through the international infor

mation banks.

Every month the bank also publishes a circular bulletin

about some of the important information generally concerning those
who work in the maritime field.

How to Subscribe to the Maritime Research and Consultancy Center
(M.R.C.C.)
At the beginning of construction of the Center in 1984, seventeen
companies and authorities from the maritime transport authorities
subscribed to the Center.
directors.

They represent the Center's board of

The yearly subscription

Egyptian pound.

amounts

to thirty thousand

The subscriber has the right, at any time, to re

quest the information which he needs from the feasibility studies.
He asks the Center to prepare them and in case the cost of the study
is more than the value of the subscription, then the difference will
be paid by the subscriber himself.

M.R.C.C.'s Activities;
Since construction of the Center, it has performed many scientific
studies which it has been directed to prepare through the maritime
transport sector as well as the fluviatile transport sector which

-
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1s interested In the fluvlatile navigation through the Nile as
fro™ Alexandria till the borders of Aswan In the south.

It has

also performed the feasibility studies for the economic projects.
The most important projects which have been performed by the
Center are as follows:1-

A study about the best size of the navigational companies.

2.

A study about the best size of a number of the ships on a
gational line in accordance v;ith the requirements of the
Egyptian foreign trade.

3.

A complete study about construction of a containers terminal
in Port Said Harbour.
A study about the use of the integrated computer system for the
container

5.

terminal in Alexandria Port.

A study about the use of computer in the new port of
El-Diykhilah (West Alexandria Port) and perform once of all the
special programs by computer (Soft-ware) according to the
system which is in force in Egypt.

5.

Studying of preparation of plan to follow up maintenance
of the ships by means of computer.
Building a complete information system for the General
Authorities for silos and v/arehouses of the Ministry of
Supply.

There are also other studies which are performed

in the field of the maritime constructions.
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At the present time the Center is performing important studies
in the following subjects
1-

Determining the navigational course for Nile River from
Alexandria to Aswan.

2.

Determining and constructing navigational passage for
the Nilotic ships in Nasir Lake from Port of Asv/an (The
High Dam) to the end of Egyptian/Sudanese borders.

3.

Generalization and promotion of the navigational rela
tions (lighthouses, buoys, etc.) in Nasir Lake and Nile
regions in Egypt/Sudan borders.

A New Role for the Research Center in the Arab Maritime Transport
Academy (A.M.T.A.):
As

was

mentioned before, there are quite a large number of

maritime experts such as Masters, Engineers, and Administrators
in this Research Center.

On the other hand the Center gets a

considerable amount of scientific information through the
communications network with foreign countries. It also uses
all the laboratories of the Arab Academy either for the maritime
(surface section) or for the engineering section.

All of these

factors make it possible for the Research Center to be attributed
to analyse the maritime accidents and casualties which occur on
the Egyptian shores.

-
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CHAPTER

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION WITH
RECOMMENDATIONS
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SUM MARY

The purpose of this thesis is to propose a new role for Maritime Academy
concerning investigation and analysis of marine accidents, bearing in mind
the role of marine investigators and marine experts in this connection.
This has been done by analysing the marine casualties occurring in the last
five years, the characteristics and qualifications of marine investigators
and the role of maritime academies in educating and training the marine in
vestigators.

It has been considered necessary to review the marine casualty

investigation process and the role of preliminary inquiry, narrative report,
and recommendations.
1-

In the beginning, the different types of marine casualties have been
defined and classified, according to the international measurements,
providing the statistic data of each type during the past five years
(1981-1985).

2.

The main purpose of marine casualty investigation is to obtain infor
mation for the prevention of similar casualties, as far as practicable.
It is necessary that the causes of the casualty be determined as pre
cisely as possible in order that detailed factual information will be
available for review and statistical studies.

It is not sufficient to

know only how a casualty occurred it must also be clear why it happened.
Based on this information appropriate corrective measures, regulations
and standards of safety may be developed and instituted.

In this connec

tion the coastal state must establish the necessary infrastructure to
conduct inquiries and to meet the national and international obligations
concerning the marine casualty investigation.

The success of the

investigation system depends on the efficiency of the marine personnel
dealing with marine casualties.

-
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The check list is one nf the most^ important
•
papers that the inve sti'
gator should use to collprt
o'lect the necessary data, in order to make a
evaluation of the accident. Therefore, two patterns of check
list were presented to be used in case of collision or grounding
accidents.

4.

By applying what has been mentioned before on the marine accidents w
in the Egyptian territorial waters and ports, a full explahas been presented.

This explanation concerns the investiga*

and analysis system of the marine casualties in Egypt according
national legislation, and contains the role of marine experts.
By the presentation of three marine casualties which occurred in Egyptian
territorial waters and ports, the way has been promoted to carry

oot

inquiry and further the decision being submitted by the inquiry
board.
The marine accidents in the navigational canals have special charac
teristics.

In this connection a brief study has been submitted about

the marine accidents in canals, specially the accidents occurring in
the Suez Canal during the year 1983.

Also a comparison has been made

between the number of accidents which occurred in Suez Canal and others
such as Panama and Kiel Canals.
^t is important to analyze such accidents in order to increase the
safety elements in the canals.
).

After a complete presentation of the previous items, it seems vital
to have efficient investigators and marine experts who know the scien
tific and practical approaches to investigate and analyse the marine
accidents.

To have personnel with such qualifications, a specialized

-
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course must be held by the Maritime Academy.
In this connection, we have offered a detailed proposal to this course,
containing syllabus, course duration, facilities, teaching aids, and
field visits.

This course is also a flexible one, which can be given

as a package-deal to those who are interested in working in the
maritime field as marine experts in 194 study hours in 10 weeks, or
can be divided into six short courses concerning different types of
marine casualty investigation, according to the needs of the
participants.
54 study hours.

The duration of these short courses differs from 28 to
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recommendations

Firstly :
1.

To Arab Maritime Transport Academy (Alexandria)

Performing a study in the Arab Maritime Transport Academy which con
cerns marine casualty investigations and their analysis.

2.

Publishing causes of the accidents which have happened and method of
getting benefits from the mistakes which occurred, the recortmiondation
to avoid repetition of their occurrence and making efforts so as to
get these publications to those who work on board ships, crew members*
officers and masters.

3.

The Arab Maritime Transport Academy with its pioneer role in the
scientific and maritime field must allocate a permanent chapter in
the magazine of the Academy which is issued each six months so as
to analyze local or world maritime accidents to determine their
causes, crew mistakes, and how to avoid them.

4.

The Academy allocates a paper about the maritime accidents in its
monthly publication which includes a brief summary about the most
important maritime accidents which occurred within the bygone month.

5,

Entering the practical and scientific application to the maritime
accidents which occurred during previous periods in the syllabus of
nautical courses, such as getting benefits from maritime collision
accidents in the Radar Simulator course, getting advantages from
stranding accidents in teaching the Seamanship subject, and tanker
casualties in the Tanker Operation Course.
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6.

Utilizing the Research Center in the Academy to perform the investi
gations and analysis of maritime accidents.

7.

Presenting a proposal to the authorities of Marine Experts Matters
in which it should be indicated that in order to have permission to
work as a Maritime Surveyor, one must have a certificate in investiga
tion of maritime accidents and their analysis.

Secondly:
1.

To Maritime Authorities

In case of performing specialized courses in the Arab Maritime
Transport Academy (AMTA) for marine casualties investigation and
analysis, the following persons shall get benefits from this program
(courses):All degrees of the maritime surveyors who work in the government,
navigation companies, those who are responsible for the ports
administrations in Alexandria, Port Said, Suez and Damietta, as well
as the independent surveyors and those who are responsible for the
maritime accidents in the Suez Canal Authority.

2.

Seeking help from the Research Center in the Arab Maritime Transport
Academy in performing analysis of the maritime accidents.

Mandate

the masters and engineers who work in the Nautical and Engineering
Department to participate in an investigation board, and to declare
their opinion.
3.

Setting up a complete data system centered in the Port and Light
Houses Administration, performed by the Research Center.

This system

would collect all the information about marine accidents and their
analysis.
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*

The Research Center in the Academy is presided over by the Mim
of Transport, Communications and Maritime Transport which
the Center the executive power for application of the above itef^sOn the other hand, the Director General of the Port and Light House
Administration is a member of the Board of Directors ot the
Maritime Transport Academy.
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ANNEX

I

FORMAT OF MARINE CASUALTY REPORTS
(IMO)

f

- 227 MSC 52/17
ANNEX 7
Page 4

Brief acco\int of the sequence of events of the casualty:

Brief account of any assistance given to the ship and/ox rescue
services provided:

Srief account of the extent of the deaa^ to
the ship:

Vill the ship
he

S^paired^
Selva^d «

Broken up ^
Hot xeaoved

Humber of lives lost
Crew:
Passengers:
Other:

Bid pollution occur? (Fkom subject ship
only)
. «
Tee/ffo

Pollutant
Amount,If Imovn

j

-
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MSC 52/17
ANNEX 7
Page 3
ANNEX (-»)
FORMAT OF MARINE CASUALTY REPORTS
NOTES
1

2

urged to complete this form in respect of
f-nf-ai 1
°
less than 1600 gross tonnage which are
nn^
® Constructive loss, and to ships of
not less than 500 gross tonnage involving loss of life.
The information to complete the form should be based on:
the report of a court or board of formal investigation; or
the report of a preliminary investigation carried out by
the Administration; or
the report of an informal fact finding investigation carried
out by the Administration.
When possible, a copy of the report mentioned in paragraph 2 or an
extract thereof should accompany this form.
If sufficient space is not available then reference may be made
to the report of an additional sheet of paper should be used.

Fame of ship

Distinctive
Ko.or letters

Type of
ship

Year of
build

Fla^

Cross
Tonnage

•
Date of Casualty
Day Month Year

Time of
Casualty
local time)

IVpe of Casualty
(i*e« fire,
foundered, etc.^

L
Haae of place or aea
i^ere casualty occurred

^
---—----------8--------Port
last sailed

from and date of
eailinit

-----------c— . '

Latitude and longitude
of casualty

Port of
destination

of other ships
involved

State of sea, weather
and visibility at time
of casualty

C A T K O

Status (i.e.loaded, General description
of caraoe(s)
part loaded, ballast)

■■ ■

___ , ,

-''-r.

. --- -
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Page 6

7

CLASSIFICATION FOR CAUSE
Notes ;
I
Where incident involves more than one type of casualty then entry should
indicate sequence, i.e. a collision leading to fire and foundering should read
*•1-5-3".
2

Enter primary cause and, when appropriate, any secondary cause.

CODES FOR TYPE OF CASUALTY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Collision and Contacts
Strandings and Groundings
Floodings and Founderings
Lists and Capsizings
Fires and Explosions
Hull and Machinery Damage
Other
Unknown

CODES FOR CAUSE OF CASUALTY
Personnel faults
Oil Failure to comply with Regulations
02: Failure to obtain ship's position or course
03: Improper watchkeeping or lookout
04: Improper maintenance
05: Incorrect operation
06: Failure to secure closing arrangements
07: Improper stowage of cargo
08: Improper loading or overloading
09: Incorrect ballasting
10: Negligence
Hi Illicit smoking or use of smoking siaterials or uncontrolled use of heat
source
12: Inadequate training
13: Unable to fulfil duties
19:

Other

Failure of ship, its machinery or equipment
20i Propulsion machinery
2li Essential ancillary machinery
22; Steering gear
23: Navigational or communication equifiment
24
Closing arrangements
25: Structural failure
26: Hull fittings or shaft seals
27: Subdivision arrangements
28: Bilge pumping
29: Spontaneous combustion
30: Component failure
39:

Other

-
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MSC 52/17
ANNEX 7
Page 5

Code for canse^
Code for Primary
] Secondary
casualty*

Cause of casualty
(ascertained/probable)**

I
I
1
I

State action taken:

State findings affecting international regulations:

Is a ftirther investigation to be
carried out? Yea/ilo**

If yes further inforxnation
should be forwarded in due
course

Signature and title of person
providing information

Sato
On behalf of

See page 6

O O O o O o
oooooooooooo o o O O o
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ANNEX 7
Page 7

Hot related to ship
40: Force of wind, tide or current
41: Failure to provide instructions, charts or nautical publications
42: Failure of aids to navigation
43: Uncharted obstruction
44: Heather damage
45: Faulty design or construction
46: Blame (in whole or part) attributed to third party
47: Arson
59:

Ocher

99:

Unknown

MSC 52/17

Rilk

ANNEX 8
SERIOUS CASUALTIES FOR 198.
BY CATEGORY OF CASUALTY

***
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ANNEX

II

INSPECTION RECORD OF SUEZ CANAL
CASUALTIES

!

I

i

;
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11 Condition of Casualty
Kind of Caeunlty
a. Collision

b« Strrndlng

c. CapsizlBg

d. fire

e. Flooding

f* Xhglbe Trouble 6* Propeller Trouble b. Rudder Trouble
Result
Date. Time of

i. Other
a. Subaereed
mm

Tear

b. Stnklng
Month

*

Choi C€

(choice
Osy

TLae

Occurr^Bce
Place
Causes

X«t.

*

•

Ions.

*

*

" £ (Port Said ♦ ka, or Sue»>

Erroaaoua Operation
(1) Megllgent lookout (2) Dneonflraed Roaition
Rule

ks

(3) Against hailing

(4) Unskilled NaneuTering (3) UneonflrBed Maelgatlon Aid

(6) Oneonfiraed .Coapasa Error (7) Uaeonflraed Bllgee
(8) Ho Chance to Svaeuata (9) Negligence of Veather and Sea condltioi
(10) Icing

(11) Non>Squlpped with Nydrographie Books

(12) Paulty

Maintenance of Hull and Other Equipaent (excluding Sa^ne)
(13) Insuffl^ent preparation for High seas (I4) Mlaselection
Anchorage position

(13) Insufficient Rydrografhlc Research

(16) Coxing nhile at Hela
Use of mglne
(21) Bad Maintenance
(24) Other

(17) Other

(22) Mishandling

Loading
(31) IHsloading (32) HLshandling Cargo
(34) Over-Peopled

(23) Incoapletely Repair

(33) Over-Loading

(39) Other

Plre-lnflaaBable Xteaa
(41) Miseare of Inflanaable
Oangerous cargo

(42) Short-Glreult

(43) Mlscare of

(44) Mlscare of 011(exeludiag(43) )

(45) Other

Quality of Material and Structure
(31) Old and Decay (52) Badness of*Quality (53) Stru'ctural Failure
(54) Other
Irrenistlbld Force
(61) Spontaneous Cbabustloa (62) Fault of Other dosacls
(63) Bad Mrt It Harbour Facility (64) Abaoroal Vaathar
(65) Bead Mlasiag L bounded Crew Nenbers
(70) Unknown Causes (80) Other |
. Interference by Other Vessels.
(1) Rons (2) Hevicatlng in Sane Ureetien ‘(3) Rend-ea
Collision Accident
(4) Croesiag (5) Vessel engaged in Fishing (Independently)

Choice

Analysla of

(61 Vessels dgaged in fishing (plural) , (7) Other
1

Oiolce
f
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Inspection Record of Suez Casualty
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Analysis of
Collision Accident

Rndar
(1) Ron •-equipped

(2) In use

(3) Hot in Use

(t|) Unknovn if in Use

Choice

(3) Unknown if equipped
Auto Pilot
(1) Hon -equipped

(3) Hot in Use

(2) la u.st
(li) Vaknosn if in yso

Choice

(3) Unknom If equipped
Reaote Cbntrol
(1) Hoa -equipped

(2) Za-Use

(k) Uakaeva if in Use

(3) Hot in Use

Choice

(5) Unknown if equipped
Speed Just befort Cblliiloa
(1) fSove Astern (2) 0 Knot (3) 0*2 (4) 2«*4 (3)-li^6
(6) 678 (7) 8-12 (8) 12-16 (9) 16-20 (10) 20-25
(X) 25 or More

Choice

(f) Unknown

Humber of Duty
Perronn on Deck
(1) 1 person (2) 2*Persons
(5) 5 or More

(6) Hone

(3) 3 Persons (4) 4 persons

Choice

(7) Unknown

Measure for Avoidcjict
Just before Collicion
(1) aeuuelnc Speed

(2) Steeilns Vheel

(If) Slcnal for Wedudns (5)
(6) (If) {t (5)

(7) None

(3) (1) ( (2)

for Steezias Vbcel

Choice

(fi) Oakaom

Meeting Situation
(1) Heed on Situation

(2) Crossing Situation (3) Overtaking

Situation (4) Being Overtaken
(7) UxdtnoTTn

(5) Other (6) l^ne

Choice

Stand-on or Give-Wry
Situation

(1) dtencf-OB
(3) Qnknotm

(2) Oive>»«gr

(3) Other (h) iloae

Ppponlte Vessel
Opposite Object
i^ooeengcr vessel (e::cl9 Pasaeager k jTerry)
(2) PMoeacer Ir ji**rry (3) Qii Taaktr (h) Vesael carzyla#
only i>cj»5ero,;i; aooda (5) Oeaeral Carfio Veceel or Oarryiac
Oaly one JClad of Oeod. (S) nOilnd V.,d
(X) other

(7) Plo.«.re Bo.t

Choice
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Interference by Other VesBelc'
(1) None

(2) Hnvigatlon In Same MrecUon

(3) Heod-on

Crosislng (5) Vescel Engaged in Fishing (independently)
(6) Vessels Engaged in Vlshlng (plural) (7) Other
Radar
(1) Non-equipped (2) 2n Use (3) Mot in Use

Choice

Choice

(4) Unknoen If in Use (3) Uaknoen If |:qulpped
Auto PUet
(1) RoBk-squlpped (2) la use (3) Not la Use

Choice

U) Unkaoea if la Use (5) Unkaoea If Equipped
Sesote Gbatrol
(1) Noa -equipped (2) Xa Use (3) Not la Use

Choice

(It) Unknoea-lf ia Use (5) Unkhoea If Equipped
Speed Just* before Stranding
(1) Moving Astern (2) 0 Knot (3) 0-2 (i,) 2-4
(6) 6-8

(7) 8-12 (8) 12-16

(X) 25 or More

(9) 16-20

(10) 20-25

Choice

(Y) Unknoen

Nunber of Duty person on Deck
(1) 1 Person (2) 2 persons (3) 3 Persona
<?) 5 or More

(5)

(6) None

'

'
(4) 4 persons

Choice

(7) Unknown

Measure for Avoidance Just before Stranding '
(1) Reducing Speed (2) Steering MIbeel

(3) (1) l> (2)

(4) Signal for Reducing (5) signal /or.Steeziag Kbeal
(6) (4) A (5) (7) None
Place Of Stranding
(1) Bank
toalysl* of

Accident

Choice

(8) Unknown
Choice

(2) Shallow Water (3) Other

Source of Fire
(1) CSlgarette and Match (2) Cooking Appliance (3) Heating
systeas (4) Electrle Xastnisente (5) Aispiag Systens
(6) Welding or Qit (7) Spontaneous Cbabustloa * (6) Suffered
froa a spreadiag I'lre (9) OtherC

)

(10) Onkaown

Objection of Xgaltloa.
(1) Leakage Oil (2) Waste Cloth (3) BllSe
Oas (5) Gun Powder etc. (6) Loading Cargo
IVmiture (8) Othcr( )

(4) Igaitable(7) Structure A

(9) Unknown

Place of Occurrence
(1) Bridge^- (2) Ehglno Room

(3) Radio Operatlag Rooa
(4) Rooa for Crew (5) Rooa for passenger (6) Office Rooa

(7) Mesa Rooa (Rooa for Oooking) (6) .OLaiBg Rooa (9) Hold
for Cargo

(10) Storage (X) Other(

Choice

)

(Y) Uaknowa

Choice
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111. V/eathcr Condition L Conducts of Casualty

Weather

(1) Fine

(2) Uoudy

(3) Rain

(<«) Foe

Choisr

(5) Sand Stom (6) Other (7) Unknown
. VInihility

1

0

Class

3

2

Choicc

(36orrora)

Wind

dees
0

O

less'than 0.3b/s

9

20.6-24.5

10

24.5-28.5

2

11

28.5-32.7

3

3.4*5.5

12

32.7b/s or More

U

5.5-8.0
e.0~10.6

.^

5
6

10.8-13.9

7

13.9-17.2

6

17.2-20.8

Class

Relsht

Choic e

dreetion

[icRrees

Hellsht

Class

0

0

7

6-9

1

O-’O.la

8

2

0,l-'0.5

9

9-14
14 or Kora

3

0.5-1.25

4
5

1.25-2.5

6

Swell

Speed

Class

Speed

0 3 1.6
1.6-3.4

1

Wave

1

Current

T

M

Tide and •

DLatanee O-SOb 5CK200 200-500 500-lka lkB-*2
ft
9
6
7
5
Claaa
20-50 50ka or Here
10-20
DLatanee 2-4
Knots
drfetion
Speed
a*

Weather Condition

Choice

2.5-4
4-6

dreetion

pesrecs

Class
1

llo, Snell
Lon t Short (2b or less)

2

Ion It Ions (

3
4

toderate t Short (2-4u)
Itoderate Ct Averase ( • )

5
6
7

floderate ft tone ( * )
Heavy Snell ft Short (4b or sore)
Heavy Snell ft Averase (
*
)

ft

Heavy Snell ft Lons

9

Confused Snell

0

*

)

(

*

__________________ j dreetion

)

Choiee
l/ecrces
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Analysis of
Bagios Trouble t
Propeller Troublw

Broken A.rca

(1) Shaft syateos (2) Cylinder systeaa
(i») Fuel Oil systems

(5)

(3)

Starting systems

Lubricating Oil systems (6) Cooling

Device sysiemH (7) Gear Systems (6) Suplemental Ehglne systems

(9> Other (. *
• ) (10) Unknovn
(1) Total Losa (2) Serious Daaage

(3) Half fiasage

Cbolc*

J

Choice

J

Choice

J

ik) Slightly Daaage (3) Hone (6) Dakaova
Leakage QLl

Daaerlptloa
(1) Crude {2) Heavy QU^Labrleatlag QLl
Laatera OLl
Aaoiiat '

OutUae of
Casualty,

______

(1») QaaoUae
Ut.

(3)

Bilge

(3) light Oil*

(6) Other

I
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Conductc or
'Casualty

1**

Ilngaged Vessels end Plones etc.

Goveraent or Public Vessel
(1) Police

(2) Hr# Service

iU) Othcr(

) .

(3) FerceCNavy^etc*)

Choice

Vesselc

(3) FLre Jlght- Choice
(l|) Oil Recovery Beat ($) Otber(
)

Vesselc

Type ot Vessels above Mentioned
(1} Naval Vessel (2) Salvage Boat
lag Vessel

Private Vessel
(1) Salvage Boat (2) fire PlghtlBg Vessel
(3) Merchant Vessel . (<i) IlskiBg Boat
(5) Otber(
Plane
(1) Police
(4) Other(

Choice

Vesselc

Choice

Vesselc

Choice

Vessels

)

JiXr

(2) fire Service
)

(3) Porce(Navy,ete.)

Used Natezlal for Resoval of Spilled Oil
(1) 011»Fenee (2) Oil Uspersant
(3) Oil Absorbent

(4) Chealeal Bztlagulshor

(5) Other(

•)

4. Nuaber of -Days for Recovery of Original State
Spent Days
Zbigaged Vessels

(
(

•

Outlin* of Conducts

Planes
1. Conduct of Banaged Vessels

of Casualty

2. Conduct of Zteaaged Facilities

Oonditlene of
Indirect Suffering
for the- Area along
the Canal

a

(

Bays)
Vessel’ Z>cye)
Plane’Bays)
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the Place of

*.

as^st^nce In the Ares
2. Place Of Occurrence

Occurrence ol
Oxeuelt'7

(IJ Port Seid

Port £nid( Sues

Vcc

(2) s„„ toehorece

(3) Lokesdncl. the
Choice

channel )

Ancboras*

3* Xtne of Occurrence

and the Lakcsdsel,
the channel)
Navigation iide

„ occ»r,,.„. „

H)
(M

r.« (a
„d„ CO.,., (5) te.,0.1., or ttocpol.*
Choice

ObBToy .

'

1* Vhetber any Facilities

Arround the n.ee

Rsvlgatlon Aids

Of Oecttxrenee
of Casualtx

Choice

(1) Tes
dsnaldacl. sireless)
Other(

Choice

(1) Tes
)

Choice

(1) Tes

(2) No
2. Ohether any Base of Tug'Boats
(1) Tes
If yes,

Choice

(?) No
Nunber of Tug Boats

Vessels

3. Nane of Managing; Authority

Im Channel of Conaand
fi«aet Of Casualty

1. OoBoge of Facility
Ohether any Oasage
<1) Tea

Choice

(2) No

, Oesczlptloa of Facility
(1) Navigation Aids (2) Pier or Wharf (3) Other(

Choice

Extent of Oasage
^(1) Required to Repair (2) Ilon-requlre to. Repair

Choice

2* Restriction on Navigation
(1) £;lst (2) Hon-Ejdst
■Conducts
Casualty

Of

Choice

!• Deseslptlen of Znfematien
(1) SOS (2) IXX (3) Usual eeaBunleatien
(3) nistress Signal ($)« Through Oral

2e

Action of Rencue
(1) Search (2) TanAng (3) Pulling out

(4) Telephone

(7) Cther(

Choice

)

(4) Extingulahlng

(5) PuBping out (6) Carrylnc Injured <7) Uspatch Ooctor
CS)3hergency Treataeat' (9) XAfting by. Helicopter
do) Reaoval of Spilled Oil (X) Other

Q>eice
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